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Technical Report: TAEG REPORT NO. 32

DESIGN OF TRAINING SYSTEMS

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCALING PROCEDURES 1
.1

ABSTRACT

This single vol ume final report expands the knowledge and procedural base
for making decisions where the potential outcomes of alternative decision
actions are characterized by multiple dithensions of value. This extends
and heavily relies upon an understanding of the work previously reported
in the Phase Il—A Report.

The report includes extensive references to the current literature on
multi—attribute utility estimating in discussing both the theoretic as
well as the practical considerations faced by assessors and decision makers
in structuring data for decision-making purposes. Finally, a detailed set
of procedures is presented in Section II; it is intended to provide design
guidance in developing an interactive computer-based program of the Educa-
tional Technology Assessment Model (ElAN).
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FORLWORD

This report presents the final results in the development of scaling pro-
cedures to be employed as a part cf the overall ETAM Procedures conta i ned
in the ETAM I , Phase Il-A Final Report. This report represents the output
for Task 1 of Phase Il-B, which is a part of a multiphase effort called
“Desi gn of Training Systems ,” undertaken in consonance with the require-
ments of Advanced Development Objective 43-03X , “Education and Training. ”

Sincere thanks is expressed for the cooperation of the Director ,
Dr. A. F. Smode , and members of the U. S. Navy Training Analysis and
Evaluation Group for making availabl e certain documentation and for pro-
viding assistance in various areas of the project. Acknowledgment is
also made to Bruce R. Judd of the Decision Analysis Group at the Stan-
ford Research Institute , to William Giauque of the Naval Postgraduate
School , and to Detlof von Winterfe ldt of the Social Science Research
Group at the Univer sity of Southern California , who supplied some invalu-
able papers and references as well as provided personal communication on
assumptions and simp lifications.

The scaling procedures and associated rationale were prepared by
Dr. R. B. Miller and Mr. L. R. Duffy. Mr. R. E. Haliman provided manage-
ment for the project; Mrs. C. Reilly provided secretarial and art services. - ,
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SECTION I

TASK INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND ON ETAM I

This report is a technical extension to the Educational Technology Assess-
ment Model (ETAM I) and presents procedures , formats and rationales for
converting a mass of benefit analysis data and cost analysis data into
decision -making presentations. The promised benefits and costs are expressed
in a number of variables and magnitudes that are not directly commensurate
with each other. The scaling procedures facilitate the assessor, expert
in translating these severa l kinds of benefits , liabilities and costs, into
a single continuum of worth and arrive at a single figure of merit for each
projected outcome of decision alternatives for accepting or rejecting the
proposed innovation. The ecaling procedures separate and then integrate
subjective probabi l ty estimates for success and failure outcomes , given
the selection of an alternative. The scaling procedures also enable the
assessor to express judgments of relative importance of one benefit (or
liability ) as compared with others .

Plans call for the use of a “conversational” computer termi na l to implement
the scaling and conversion operations , as wel l as for the antecedent opera-
tions that develop assessment data . The genera l ETAM philosophy is to offer
the human user computer facilities for automatic functions in data reduction ,
conversion and calculation , but not to force these functions if the user
prefers to use his own intuitive or judgmental capabilities . Generally,
the human is required to make common sense audits of all steps in data con-
versions even when they are semiautomatic. In short , the computer remains
a tool for the user; it is never intended as a surrogate for human judgment
in generating assessment data , reducing it to a decision map, or in making
the decision itself.

The present report is more understandable if the reader has a picture of
ETAM I , described in another publication in this series . The following
description is a conceptual rather than a procedura l outline of ETAM I.

The Educational Technology Assessment Model (ETAM I) is a set of conceptual
and procedural structures for the purpose of making technica l and business
decisions about proposed innovations or changes to any aspect of training .
The proposed change may range from the manner of deriving and specifying
training objectives , through methods of instructional delivery and student
training environments . ETAM attempts to maximize the effective use of all
information available about the change or i nnovation at any given stage of
inquiry . This includes the ability of experts to make interpretations , and
estimate probabilities of successfully introducing the innovation . Innova-
tion in the ETAM context refers to any change which can be justified , based
upon reasonably acceptable criteria, and planned for within the existing
planning framework (e.g., Programing , Planning and Budgeting System).

1— 1 
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ETAM consists of a set of procedural formats for describing the proposed
innovation , determining its potential range of applicability in the enti re
training establishment and job—task repertory ; for structuring the pattern
of comprehensive unit costs relevant to the innovation ; and for organiz ing
and presenting the benefit and cost data . The presentation is both in pro-
fil es of source data , and in the form of decision trees that can facilitate
rational decision making in the adoption or rejection of the innovation , or
in deferring the decision pending specific study outcomes . All aspects of
the procedure and the data are open to the decision maker who can thereby
use intuitive processes to challenge , deny , or confi rm the presentation of
results by the business analysis model .

The use of ETAM procedures requires an expert of the consultant type to re-
late the formalized description of the innovation —- and any data available
about it —- to the full range of instructional devices , courses and course
objectives , jobs and job-tasks , and student characteristics . The classifica-
tion system that guides the assessor is a comprehensive , procedurally —
oriented taxonomic structure of processes and products in the economics of
instruction and in the psychology of learning . The classifi cation scheme
enables the assessor to select descriptors that apply to the description of
the innovation . These descriptors may be used to search data bases (in a
computer , or on paper or in people ’s heads) for relevant job-tasks , courses
and course objectives , instructional vehi cles , and student characteristics
that are specifically applicable to the innovation . The ETAM reference
material is a comprehensive , conceptual “model” of the technology of training
and learning . The applicable “range-of-effect” of the innovation cenerates
the parameters and multipliers (such as number of students , courses and train-
ing hours) for quantifying the benefits and costs attributable to the
innovation.

In the first stage of assessment , a preliminary technical feasibility analysis
is performed . If the innovation survives this stage , its full potential range
of effect in benefits and costs is assessed . Magnitudes of benefits -- and
li3bi litie s -- are estimated , as are subjective probabilitie s of achieving the
effects . This determination of range , magnit ude and probabilities of effects
is the second major phase of assessment. The third phase is computational .
It consists of a business analysis of costable benefits and liabilities , and
considers opportunity costs in the generation of a return on investment
analysis adjusted for risk . The model yields decision trees that enable
the executive decision maker to perceive comparative risks and returns on
investment from (a) adopting the innovation now ; (b) deferring the decision
until specific further information is obtained or studies completed ; or (c)
rejecting the innovation . The decision maker may set aside working wi th the
decision-tree structure if he prefers to work with the profiles of source
assessment data , which are presented to him as supp lement , or alternative ,
to the decision tree.

Conceptually, the ETAM process can be viewed as diverging to embrace identi-
fication of the full ranqe of application , then converging on a decision to
accept or reject the innovation considering a more precisely defined use
target. Figure I-i portrays this conceptual view of ETAM . A more detailed
view of the entire ETAM procedura l sequence is shown in Fi gure 1-2.

ETAM cannot generate data that do not exist. But it does make the best and
most exhaustive use of available information about the innovation , of ex-
pertise , and of state-of-the—art in instructional technology . But source data

1-2 
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are measurements where available and are guided human judgment where data are
not avaMable or must be extrapolated . The decision maker is presented with
summarized pictures of outcomes in benefits , costs and expressions of the
assessor ’s uncertainties about his projections . The model also highl i ghts
sensitive variables that justify focused inquiry in borderline decisions . It
also suggests the potential worth of a given R&D expenditure .

The consultant-level specialist in Navy training should be abl e to learn to
app ly the ETAM procedures to innovations , even difficult ones to classify in
terms of range of effect, wi thin a couple of weeks of intensive study .

The first phase of the ETAM project confirms that this form of technology
assessment is feasible as a procedure up to and including the level of
sophisticated decision making . Implementation of the models for training
and app lication of the procedures with interactive computer terminals require
several targetted follow-on developmental studies . The analytic techniques
for the training enterprise may be generalized to the appraisal of quanti-
tative benefits in dollars and other values to be obtained by Increases 0f
skill and motivation in on-the-job performance .

The ETAM effort focused on two key areas considered essential to the success-
ful operation of a final model product. These were:

1) Taxonomic structures and search techniques for generali zing
an innovation in terms of its potential full “range-of-effect.”

2) Assessment procedures and decision -making constructs for training
manaqement to use in reaching valid conclusions about an educa-
tional innovation based on its overall cost and benefit charac-
teristics.

The reader is recommended to see the ETAM I report itself for content under
these two topics.

STATEMENT OF SCALING PROBLEM

ETAM I developed scales that enable the assessor to express subjective
estimates of relative “Importance ” of an innovation and its effects. In
ETAM I a rough scale of “Importance ” was provided for the assessor. The

$ level of importance could be interpreted subjectively by the decis icn
maker from this scale. The ETAM I specification for a quantitit ive model
includes as a processing input , the variable “Degree of Importance ” as a
multiplier for benefits and costs as a weighting factor. While the factor
was included as a multip lier within the formal model structure , the con-
version between the verbal expression of importance to valid and reliable
model parameters has not been formulated . Because estimates of “importance ”
must be anchored in contexts , it is essential that the procedure facilitate
the user ’s identification and specification of the context relevant to the
decision of relative importance and shared by the decision maker.

A further aspect of the scaling problem relates to the appropriate estima-
tion of the utility of some outcome reached as a result of a decision
alternative , especiall y where the outcome ’s utility is characterized by
multiple attributes , each hav ing an associated level of utility . Estima-
tion methods must handl e var iables (al so known as attributes) which are

1-5
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both qualitative as well as quantitative in nature . A l so , models must be
defined for combining into a single figure of merit (utility) the individual
utilities estimated at each outcome for these types of variables .

A sim i lar estimate scal ing problem app l ies , perha ps to a lesser degree , to
the assessor ’s express ion of “probability of success” of the i nnovation
which is also a multiplier (at a different level ) of values expressed as
projected costs and benefits . The ETAM decision tree shown in Figure 1-3
describes the context for utility and probability estimations which gave
ri se to the scal ing task. Outcomes A , B , C and 0 are characterized by a
multi-attributed utility pattern while junctures U , V , W , etc. requ ire
estimates of probabilities .

APPROACH TO THE SCALING TASK

The purpose for the scaling task was to develop the necessary estimation
techniques for i ncorporation into the previously developed ETAM procedural
model . These techniques are intended to increase the reliability and valid-
ity of subjective estimates of relative importance and of outcome utility .
A rather extensive body of theory exists in the areas of subjective estima-
ing and multi—attributed utilities . The literature also contains substan-
tial references to experiments applying the theory to practical real—world
situations. This task , therefore, Involved significant effort in reviewing
and assimilating the literature in order to derive practical methods for
estimating utility which could be incorporated i nto ETAM . The rationales
for the procedures are embodied in this report , an d severa l scenar ios
employing facets of the procedures are included to demonstrate their prac-
tical use.

An underlying aspect of this task was to develop sufficient guidance in
the procedural outline and accompanying scenarios to serve as a design
specification for programing this facet of ETAM for i nteractive use .

SUMMARY

The task objectives involved the development of scaling techniques , the
preparation of supportive and exemplary scenarios , and the documentation
of selection and rejection rationale. The entire process is targetted at
improving the overall validity of the ETAM procedures by:

1) Improving the selection of a comprehensiv e set of
relevant decision variabl es (attributes).

2) Giving additional insight to the assessor in evalu-
ating benefit patterns characterized by a number of
attributes of differing levels of importance .

3) Providing means for extracting maximum information
con tent from the available data .

4) Fac Ilitating the use of multiple participants in the
assessme nt process -- to bring to bear on the problem
diverse areas of expertise in a coordinated fashion .

1-6 
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5) Providing explicitness in decision operations and
information content.

6) Tieing ETAM procedures to the literature and technology
of scaling and decision making .

1-8
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SECTION II

SCALING PROCEDURES FOR THE RANGE-OF-EFFECT/ASSESSMENT INTERFACE

INTRODUCTION

Any innovation being considered for assessment will generally provide a multi-
plicity of benefits (or liabilities - here considered a negative benefit) if
successfully implemented. Each benefit is characterized by name and by magni-
tude. The name of a benefit also may be called a relevant variable or
attribute . Its magnitude may initially be stated in one or more of several
ways. If the benefit is quantifiabl e and has some fairly wel l defined unit of
measurement, then magnitude may be expressed as a percentage change from some
baseline value (e.g., a ten percent increase in attrition ), or as some absolute
change in number of units (e.g., 400 more attritions per year). Qualitative
benefits may require magnitude to be stated in a less concrete way (e.g., a
considerable improvement in student morale). However a benefit’ s value mi ght
be visualized , it is the purpose of these procedures , along with the exemplary
scenar ios , to provide a method for the assessor of an innovation to quantify the
utility associated with a group of benefits considering various outcomes of
several alternative decision paths. The following definitions are important to
the understanding of these procedures, and of the rationale that support them.

DEFI N ITIONS

1. Al ternative

- The action path(s) that results from a specific decision. An
alternative may lead to one of several outcomes , each with an
estimated probability of occurring.

2. Outcome

- 
The projected end result of a decision . An outcome may be projected
as a result of 1) a decision , and 2) a series of probabilistic occur-
ences. If an innovation were accepted (by decision), one outcome may
be that it was successfully implemented (which originally had some
estimated probability of happening ) and that the using system was
improved as a result of the innovation being successfully implemented .

3. Benefit

A relevant variable , impacted by the decision about the innovation ,
which can assume various magnitudes or states for each of the
possible outcomes which may result from alternative decision paths.

j 4. Attribute

Another term for the relevant variables to be evaluated for each of

I 
the possible outcomes identified within a decision tree.

I
11— 1
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5. Innovation /

Any change which can be planned for and evaluated on some
acceptable set of criteria.

6. Utility

Utility describes a level of preference for something . The measure
of utility will generally be in some arbitrary units ; e.g., on a
scale of 0 to 100. In the context of the ETAM Procedures, the
expression of utility will be derived from a pattern of organiza-
tional goals , as opposed to being based upon some personal pattern
of preferences. Utility units are, therefore, units of organiza-
tional or system preference.

7. Value

Value , when used in its strictest sense , refers to an objective
measurement dimension such as dollars , weight , time, etc. It
differs from utility in that points on a value scale may not
linearly reflect the preference for those points. If one
prefers a second of two cars only half as much as the first , and
the value of each car is $5,000 with an arbitrary measure of
utility for the first car being 50, then the total value of the
two cars will be $5,000 + $5,000 = $10,000 while their combined
utility will only be 50 + .5 x 50 = 75 (rather than 100).

8. Expected Value

This is the sum of all values factored by their probability of
being acquired . If there is a 70% chance of acquiring $1,000
and a 30% chance that only $100 will be obta i ned , the expected
value will be $730. (.70 x $1,000 + .30 X $100).

9. Expected Utility

Mathematically, expected utility is calculated the same as
expected value , except that units of utility have been substituted
for the value figures.

10. Worth

Worth has been used in these procedures as a synonym for utility .
It states a level of preference for something.

NOTATIONAL CONVENTION

The decision tree in Figure lI-i incorporates illustrati ons of many of the
previously defined terms.
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Certain notational conventions are also used here to simplify otherwise lengthy
verbal descriptions. The utility U of a decision alternative is based upon a
set of probability functions p, associated with a set of mutually exclusive and
exhaustive outcomes X1, X2, ... , X~. The utility of X1 (the utility of OutcomeA), is defined U(X1) and is some function of the benefits pattern on that outcome .
Figure 11-2 provides the notational pattern in the context of a simplified decision
tree. The utility at Outcome A , U(X1), is some function of the utilities of each
of the relevant variables , considering the utilities ’ quantifiable state at that
outcome4 The state of variable (or attribute ) x1 at Outcome A (or X1) is desig-
nateq x~, likewise the state of the same attribute at Outcome B (or X2) is noted
as xl. When an attribute is known to be in its mose desirable or at its least
desirable state, considering its states over all outcomes , it may be designated
as x1~ or xi~ respectively. The x1 * indicates attribute x1 is in its most
desirable state, and could occur at Outcomes A , B , C or D. If the least desir-
able st~te of the attribute x3 (e.g., morale) occurs at Outcome B (or X2), then
x3~ 

= x.~. Generally, different levels of importance will be attached to each of
the att1~ibutes ; for example , student morale might be twice as important as cost.
This importance factor is expressed as a weight w, where w1 is the weight given
to attribute x1, w2 is the weight of attribute x2, etc . Thus , the total utility
at some outcome X 1 can be expressed :

U (X1) = f(w1x~, w2x~, w3x~, . . . ,  w~x~)
So that the assessor is able to establish a perspective in terms of some organi-
zational standard for each attribute , a part of the procedure will call for the
estimation of an attribute ’s possible states in relation to organizational goals
(a more or less idealized state) and the point of minimum tolerability . Nota-
tionally, these states are represented as x? or goal-state , and x~ for thetolerable-state of the i-th attribute .

PROCEDURAL ABSTRACT

The following procedures provide a systematic method for:

a) Identifying and valuing the criteria which are important to the
decision making process.

b) Combining these multiple dimensions of value into some sing le
figure of merit either by

1) Translating directly into units of some dominant continous base
variable , or by

2) Weighting each dimension according to its relative importance ,
then summing the weighted values.

c) Performing certain checks of consistency to help ensure the
reliability (and hopefully, the validity ) of results .

d ) Determining the decision variable based upon probabil istic
sets of outcomes and establishing the sensitivity of the
variable based upon expressions of confidence in the input
data.

11— 4 
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Where appropriate , cautionary notes and references have been included . They
are primarily intended to point out certain assumptions on which the procedures
are based . These procedures are not intended in any way to preclude the judg-
mental processes inherent in the making of any “good” decision . However, the
decomposition of the analysis into component variables and judgments is expected
to provide the assessor and the decision maker with a better grasp of the rele-
vant factors in the decision process than might be possible if the problem were
treated wholistically.

PROCEDURAL FLOW

The procedures outlined in the following pages extend from the identification of
relevant variables (or attributes), through the valuation and combining of
attributes by outcome , to the calculation and sensitivity testing of the decision
variable. They are treated here as independent of the ETAM Procedures previously
developed , and which were documented in Section III of the Phase Il-A (ETAM 1)
Final Report; however , since they are intended to form the basis for programing
ETAM , they represent a more detailed exposition of the valuation process and ,
therefore , supercede the prior manual procedures.

Figure 11-3 presents the major steps in the evaluation process; following is a
general description of each step.

Step 1 — PRESENT MENU OF POTENTIALLY RELEVANT VARIABLES

The major variables in this menu list are those identified in Task 5.18 of the
ETAM Procedures contained in the Phase Il-A (ETAM I) Final Report.

Training time to achieve a learning objective

Attrition rate

Aptitude l evel

Cost to achieve a given learn i ng objective (other than training
time)

Level and range of term i nal knowledge /skill

Each of these major variables can be subset into constituent variables , most of
which are quantitative. This menu may therefore serve as an index to other
menus , and to text descriptions of the factors and dimensions on which cost bene-
fits and process benefits can be identified by the assessor or decision maker.
It should therefore be possible to identify the specific constituent factors in
an innovation that has generated a benefit on one or more of the major variables.

For instructional purposes , the reference material may also summarize the kinds
of system goodness that may be derived from improvements on each of these varia-
bles. (See Appendix I for samples.)

To the small list cited above , may be added several qualita tive terms, such as:

Flexibility in operations

Student motivation to learn

11-6
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The user should be able to use terms such as this as an i ndex to lists and
descriptions of operations , preferabi ) quanitifiable , that will extensively
sample from, if not exhaust , the denotations of terms like this. Thus the
assessor and decision maker may establish a substantive reference for the
abstract term, even though that reference may not be exhaustive of the poten-
tial meaning of: “20% estimated increase in student motivation to learn .”
The global expression may still be more appropriate for evaluation because
the analytic variables are not exhaustive nor attempts to quantify them justified .

There are several justifications for the use of a menu of potentially relevant
benefit and liability variables for the assessor , and on occasion , the decision
maker. A limited list of variabl es tends to standardize the structure for assess-
ment and decisions so that repeated cycles of the process as applied to evalua-
tions and decisions about innovations acquire the context associated with proce-
dural format. There is an associated liability that the structure of terms will
tend to stereotype the process with a consequent failure to deal with the unique
aspects of a given problem and solution . But the complexity of the technology and
the administrative management of training suggests that such stereotypes may be a
long time in developing so that the benefits of a limited set of evaluating varia-
bles will justify the risk.

A second justification for a limited menu set of evaluative terms is that the
terms can be chosen so as to be central to the major issues in the management and
operations of training in organizational terms . These are the terms in which the
decision maker , making substantial commitments , can be expected to formulate his
decisions. There is therefore the justification of relevance to the decision
operation and of relative simplicity with relative completeness or sufficiency .

A third justification is that the terms can be chosen that they emphasize the
quantitative and reference at least indirectly tangible cost factors. This is
desirable even if the benefit variable is not directly translatable into economic
equivalents .

Fourth , it becomes possible to file and retrieve assessments and decisions wi th
a simple taxonomy . Retrieval can be especially useful in referring to previously
established utility functions that may have bearing on a present situation. Even
the later data may have a different zero or reference status from which to scale
the value of a variable , the history may still be applicable in order to accept or
reject the principle of consistency . The use of a small set of comprehensive
variables and their uti litie5 simplifies finding and interpreting those that may
apply to a present assessment situation .

Finally, the limited list simplifies the construction of hierarchical indexes to
component concepts and variables. This structure will facilitate users in learning
efficient search patterns , and in learning the enti re content of secondary and
deeper l ayers of variables associated with the training enterprise. (Note that
the structure of the Range-of-Effect for innovations that is conta i ned in ETAM
facilitates such a hierarchic structuring.)

Step 2 - SELECT AND/OR IDENTIFY RELEVANT VARIABLES

The assessor selects those variables from the menu list which fit the benefits and
liabilities conta i ned in the innovation . The variables selected , of course, will
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be related to the types of entities affected by the innovation ; i.e., courses ,
vehicles , or jobs.

Any list of cost or operating variables is based on what is expected to work with
acceptable efficiency and effectiveness. It is heuristically derived . It should
therefore be suLject to being changed either by addition or deletion on the basis
of need and experience. It is possible , for example , that the concept “career
versatility ” becomes important to training operations. Presumably the term can
be given operational characterizati ons which , if not exhaustive , will cover its
major meaning . The concept may become a new variable that should be added to the
list of benefit /liability variables. A new term is added to the menu , and perhaps
an old one is dropped as no longer useful.

As a general rule , a menu list of more than a dozen attributes presented as a unit
from which to make conceptual (as contrasted with procedural) discriminations and
selections becomes unwieldy for the user.

Step 3 - CREATE OUTCOME SCENARIOS USING ALL ATTRIBUTES

A resulting state for each relevant costable variable should be structured for
each outcome to be considered. These states should be considered as deterministic
in nature ; that is , if the outcome occurs , this is the way things will be. The
determined state may have a variance as a result of the confidence attached to
the estimate of the state ; however , every attempt should be made to estimate the
state i ndependent of the probability attached to the occurrence of that state. One
view that can be taken of the state structured for any one outcome is that it repre-
sents the plan of action if it appears that external factors will cause that state
to result.

Cost model inputs are developed from the variable states outlined . A cost model
run is made for each outcome using the deltas from the reference state (reject
outcome). If the innovation impacts several domains (e.g., training , job, etc.)
then more than one model must be run. The costs for each outcome are sumed to
derive the overall cost (or savings) attributable to that outcome. The outcome
states are those shown in Figures 11— 1 and 11— 2 .

The strategy reflected by this step is that if the innovati on can be justified on
displaceable dollar costs alone, and without severely threatening liabilities ,
then any non-costable benefits become a bonus. In other words , any pattern of
information that is in itself sufficient for making a decision choice “to accept”
is by definition adequate information for that decision. Furthermore , most
administrators in our culture are understandably more comfortab1e with demonstra-
tions of merit based on financial advantage than on other variables .

Furthermore , the magnitudes of dollar investment , dollar return and risk give a
picture of general scale of a potential commitment. If this scale is greater
than the decision maker ’s budgeta ry constraints , further consideration about
the proposed innovation is fruitless , no matter what its benefits may be.

There is also heuristic value in seeking to indentify costable elements. Variables
that initially seem qualitative may be exploded into quantitative component
variables at least some of which are costable. Where a decision involves a large
comm i tment , considerable effort in identifying costable benefits is justified .
Thus , some of the costable components in “level of morale ” -- a nebulous concept

11 -9 
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i n  i t s e l f  -- is associated with absenteeism , psychosomatic ailments , accidents ,
readiness to work overtime , willingness to work under annoying or stressful con-
ditions (and other factors). At least some of phenomena can be measured by
frequency of occurrence and unit dollar costs. Such data can be used in estimat-
ing expected dollar benefits or liabilities. The combined contributions of such
data may be substantial in projecting dollar outcomes in decision alternatives.

A parenthetical warning , however: Assume that the benefit for an innovation such
as “moderately increased student morale ” has been proposed , and its dollar bene-
fits have been parsed out of this variable and entered into the sum of other
dollar benefits for the innovati on. If the benefit moderately increased morale ”
is still retained and scaled as a utility , it is essential that it now be evalu-
ated as the benefit of “moderately increased morale other than dollar benefits. ”
If this exclusion is not made , the dollar value of tfle morale change may enter
twice in the assessment operation. The result wou ld be an inflated evaluation
of the gross benefit picture .

On the other hand , if there are contributions in addition to the costable attri-
butes that have been identified for the increase in morale , ignoring these
factors would deflate the gross benefit picture developed about the innovation .
It seems to be a normal human tendency to assume that where the greatest effort
has gone , there lies the greatest value. If the major effort in analysis has
gone into cost-benefit analysis , one can expect that non-costable factors will
spontaneously tend to recede in psychological importance. This phenomenom has
been observed in staff studies in business environments. There seems no clear
remedy except the suggestion that at least some of the protagonists for an
innovation remain separate from cost analysis so that their perspectives will
not be blurred by participating in the hard work in that analysis.

Appendix I to this report contains some incomplete lists of operational components
that may be associated with each of several frequently used qualitative variables.
Most of these operational components can be counted as present or absent , and many
may have unit costs associated with them. It is emphasized that these lists do
not exhaust the possibilities of operational variables that may be associated
with a qualitative or apparently non-costable variable. Nor does it mean that
the qualitative variable is completely or exhaustively specified by a list of
this kind .

Once , therefore , costable variables have been defined at each outcome, and
input cases to models prepared , a total cost/savings can be attached to
each outcome . The remaining qualitative variables will require specification
in terms of direction from the baseline or present state, and in terms of magni-
tude as related to some operational context. The following step will prompt a
more explicit definition of the operational meaning attached to qualitative =variables.

Step 4 - PREPARE DESCRIPTIVE (GRAPHICAL ) REPRESENTATION OF ATTRIBUTES

This step more or less extends the characterization of the outcome states resulting
from the scenarios created in Step 3. Its purpose is to prompt a continued orien-
tation to the operational meaning inherent in the selected relevant attributes.
If this step does not cause the qualita tive variables to be anchored in some opera-
tional context , then in all probability the variables should be eliminated from
consideration .

11-10
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It is important , at this point , that the assessor have a sound understanding
of the goals of the organization into which the proposed i nnovation would
be introduced. For each attribute impacted by the innovation , the assessor
should be able to i dentify some organizational goal to which it can be related .
The prior emphasis upon an operational and organizational context for each
qualitative attribute should now be apparent. The assessor will attempt to
describe the change to or away from some goal-state which occurs from intro-
ducing the innovation. Estimates will then be made for the states of each of
the other potential outcomes. Figure 11-4 provides a sample result of the
estimation process. Attribute x1 (On-Job Flexibility ) is estimated at its present
state (xi ) which is the state assuming the innovation is rejected. The assessor
believes that this present state is about halfway (50%) between what is con-
sidered barely tolerable and what is considered ideal . Next , the assessor con—
siders the effect of the innovation on this variable , if the innovation is
successfu l (Outcome A). This situation is estimated to improve the state of
the On-Job Flexibility from its present1 state (50%) to a point about halfway
to the i deal state. This is shown as Xj which is at the 75% point. Inter-
mediate outcomes (B and C) are then estimated . This same process is performed
for the remaining attributes (x2, x3 and x4).

The preceding approach called for direct estimates of the outcome points by
attribute . There are several other techniques which may be appl ied both here ,
and in a later step dealing with importance estimates. One or more of these
alternate methods should be considered as a test for consistency (reliability )
of the values estimated .

1. Ratio tests over range x~ to x~. Considering the x1 attribute
shown in Figure 11-4 , test the reasonability of the ratios of each
outcome level to the goal and tolerable states. For example:

a) Is the present state (D) just as far away from the ideal as
it is from the least tolerable state.

b) Does satisfactory introduction of the innovation (Outcome A)
accomplish 50 percent of what is expected in order to achieve
the goal state Cx?).

c) Does a failure to implement (Outcome C) result in essentially
no change.

d) If the innovation is implemented but fails to improve the sys-
tem as anticipated , (Outcome B), does it contribute 50% as much
toward accomplishment of the goal as successful introduction
(Outcome A).

2. Ratio tests over range of possible outcomes . This is similar to
the preceding test, ex’ept that the ratio of one outcome to
another , independent of its relationship to the extremes, is
checked. For example , consider the outcomes for the attribute
x2 in Figure 11-4.

a) Does suLcessful introduction of the innovation (Outcome A) pro—
vide as much satisfaction or utility , as the unsuccessful intro—
duction (Outcome B) reflects in decreased satisfaction or utility .
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b ) Does tw ice as muc h decr eased sat is fac t ion  or u t i li ty  resu lt
from unsuc cess ful introduc tion (Ou tcome B) as does from a
failure to implement (Outcome C).

3. Indifference-lotteries over range x~ to x~. The indifference-lottery
method look for the point at which ~he assessor is indifferent between
accepting the results of a specific outcome with certainty and taking
a gamble at prescribed odds with the potential for receiving either one
of two outcomes . For example , again considering attribute x1 in Figure

F 11—4 , would you as the assessor be indifferent to maintaining the
present state (Outcome D) with certainty , as opposed to taking a gamble
with 50:50 odds of reaching the ideal state (x~1) or dropping to the least
tolerable state (xj). If this is reasonable , then the placement of
Outcome D at the 50% level appears correct.

Step 5 - CONVERT ATTRIBUTES INTO UNITS OF A CONTINUOUS BASE ATTRIBUTE

If there exists one relatively important and quantified benefit variable , such
as dollars , then this path through Steps 5 and 6 will be followed. Each level
of each of the other attributes can be converted into units of the base attri-
bute by applying a tradeoff procedure . The graphical representation of outcome
states by attribute developed in Step 4 and presented in Figure 11-4 will be
used as the basic reference for this conversion process.

For example , in Figure 11-4, consider that the dollars (cost/savings variable
x4) saved as a result of successfully introducing an innovation are a dominant
aspect of the decision -making process. A specific dollar cost or savings will
have been obta i ned as a result of the cost model processing of the outcome
scenario parameters created in Step 3. Assume Outcome A produces a savings of
$500 ,000 ( 500K ) and Outcomes C and B resu lt in  losses or costs of lOOK and 200K ,
respectively. Outcome D where the innovation has been rejected is neutral , or
zero cost/savings. The dollar variable , then , has a relatively wide range of
outcome possibilities , and is also significant in terms of the values taken on
across the potential outcomes. The dollar dimension is therefore selected as
the continuous base attribute into which the level s or states of each of the
other attributes will be converted .

Consider the attribute , On-Job Flexibility , (x1 in Figure 11-4). Outcome A
appears to have a substantial positive value in that it has ~he effect nfmoving the organization half-way to its ideal or goal-state (from a present
state of 50 percent, to 75 percent). The question can be asked : “How many
dollars of the organization ’s budget would the decision maker be willing to
invest to avoid losing about the same level of On—Job Flexib ility as results
from successful introduction of the innovation?” The question should be
answered i ndependent of the range of cost/savings possibilities related to
the innovation decision. If the answer were 50K dollars , then this represents
additional value (over and above the 500K savings ) to Outcome A. This same
process is repeated for the remaining states of variable x1, as well as for
each state of the variables x and x3. Where an outcome is less than the
neutral state (as with Outcom~s B and C for x2), then the appropriate question
to be asked by the assessor would be: “How many dollars of the organization ’s
budget would a decision maker be willing to pay to avoid the decreased level
of the attribute resulting from a decision (and potential outcome from the

• decision ) regarding the innovation? ” The results of such a tradeoff analysis
is tabulated , for exampl e , as fol lows:

11-13
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ATTRI BUTE

Doll ars(x4) Skill Level(x3) Motivation(x 2) On-Job Flexlbility(x 1 )

O A +500K +30K +10K +20K
U
T B -200K +20K -10K +10K
C
0 C -lOOK +10K -5K 0
M
E 0 0 0 0 0

Intermediary verbal descriptions for each l evel would undoubtedly be used in
arriving at these types of value estimates (e.g., significant increase in skill
level). These should come about through the analysis from Step 4.

Step 6 - TRANSFORM BASE ATTRIBUTE VALUES INTO SYSTEM UTILITIES

As a result of the previous step, each level or state of all relevent attributes
was converted into a value reflected in the same units as those of a selected
important continuous base variable such as dollars . If the organization or
system utility for units of the base dimension is linear , i.e., 200K dollars
is preferred exactly twice as much as lOOK dollars , then the values identified
for each outcome state can be sumed across Outcome A , then Outcome B, etc.
For examp le, the value of Outcome A would be the sum of 500K dollars , 30K
dollars worth of skill level , 10K dollars worth of motivation , and 20K dollars
worth of on-job flexibility ; it would be 560K dollars .

In many cases the organization or system utility for dollars will not be linear.
The initial lOOK dollar savings may be worth much more than another lOOK (200K
total) because it has greater utility in any application the organization has
for dollars. This should be clear if the first lOOK could be invested in a
machine that would double capacity , increase profits , and produce a 100 percent
return-on-investment; while the second lOOK has a utility ten times that of the
second l OOK. This may be an extreme example , but it should make the point.

The problem , therefore, in this step is to insure that the utility ultimately
determined at some particular outcome reflects the sum of the utilities for
each of the attributes estimated at this state. An important assumption in
this process is that when a tradeoff estimate is made for some attribute state
in units of the continuous base variable , not in terms of its actual value.
For exam pl e , when the system through the action of the decision maker is
willing to comit (as is expected when the tradeoff value is decided upon) 30K
dollars to achieve some X units worth of increased skill l evel , that comitted
amount takes into account the utility that 30K dollars has to the system. There-
fore the 10K dollars estimated for an increased level of motivation would have
one-third the utility of the 30K only if the system preference for each 10K
increment were equal. Thus, before the utility of an outcome can be determined ,
a utility function must be assessed across values of the base attributes . Pro-
cedurally this can be accomplished as follows :
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1. Speci fy the most and least des i rable states of the base attribute .
For example , the most desirable may be +500K dollars while the least
desirable may be -200K dollars . Let these states be assigned arbi-
trary utilities of 100 and 0, respectively.

2. Select intermediate points and using a direct estimation , ratio;
and/or lottery technique , determine their utility on the 0 to 100
scale. These techniques were presented in Step 4.

3. Graph the utility function for the base variable in order that
states of the other attributes can be transformed into a corres-
ponding utility figure through interpolation. Once the utility
function has been graphed , it seems more psychologica lly sound to
transform the utility scale by making zero utility equal zero units
of the base variable , thus providing both positive and negative
values for utility .

Figure 11-5 shows an example of a graph for the utility of dollars. Some of
the interpretations made from it are as follows . They also represent samples
of the means by which the graph could have originally been contructed.

a. There is as much utility to the system in obtaining 500K dollars
as there is disutility in losing 200K dollars .

b. The system represented by the decision maker is relatively
indifferent to a 50:50 gamble between winning 500K dollars
and losing - 200K dollars . The decision maker is , therefore,
conservative and exhibits a substantial aversion toward risk
since a risk neutra l decision maker would accept the same
gamble when the chances of winning the 500K dollars are only
about 30 percent. ((p(500) + (l-p)(-200)) p = 28.6%).

c. There is as much utilit y to the system in receiving the lOOK
dollar increment from 200K to 300K as there is in receiving
the 200K dollar increment from 300K to 500K. In other words
there appears to be diminishing marginal utility for each
additional lOOK dollar increment.

d. There is four times the disutility from losing the first lOOK
dollars as there is in losing the second lOOK dollar increment.
(Perhaps losing lOOK is so damaging that the additional lOOK
cannot do that much more harm.)

The states of all attributes previously converted into units of the base
dimension can now be translated directly into utilities by interpolating
from the graph. The following example taken from Step 6 shows the results.
Note that the utility scale having both positive and negative units is used .
The ori ginal dollar values are shown in parentheses.

I
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ATTR I BUTE

Dollars(x4) Skill Level(x3) Motivatlon(x2) On-Job Flexibility(x 1 )

0 A 50 (500K) 8 (30K) 2 (10K) Est. 5 (20K) Est.
U
I B -50 (-200K) 5 (20K) Est. -8 (-10K) 2 (10K) Est. 

F
C
O C -40 (—lOOK) 2 (10K) Est. -5 (-5K) Est. 0 (OK)
M
E D 0 (OK) 0 (OK) 0 (OK) 0 (OK)

The total utility for each outcome can be determined by adding across:
Outcome A = 65 , Outcome B = -51 , Outcome C = -43, and Outcome D = 0.
These utilities will be checked for consistency in Step 9 and the results
incorporated into the decision tree in Step 10.

Step 7 - ASSIGN IMPORTANCE LEVEL TO EACH ATTRIBUTE

The followi ng technique will be applied when it has been determined that
no dominant continuous base attribute exists. This and the following Step
8 will permit the development of a system utility figure for each decision
tree outcome; thereby pare lleling the objective of Steps 5 and 6 where there
exists a dominant base variable.

1. Consider the goal-related operational effects projected to be
achieved from successful introduction of the i nnovation (points
A1, A2, A3, and A4 in Figure 11-4.

2. Select the most important effect considering the importance of the
system goal (all points X? in Figure 11-4), the present status of
the attribute , and the size of the incremental change resulting
from successfully introducing the innovation into the system.

3. Select the least important effect considering the same factors as
in 2 above. These are the points designated as X~ in Figure 11-4 .

4. Rank all other attributes considering the same factors as in 2.

5. Assign the most important attribute selected in 2. a value of 1.0.
Directly estimate the importance of other attributes in relation
to the most important one.

6. Check the consistency of the importance weights assigned by the
direct estimate technique by performing one or more of the following
additiona l techniques for estimating importance .

a) Assess ratios of i mportance between all combinations

b) Assess points of indifference using a lottery technique.

I
1
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Returning to the example presented in Fi gure 11-4 , assume that the continuous
base variable costs/savings (x4) is relatively unimportant , and that it is
felt more appropriate to use the procedures in Steps 7 and 8 for assessing
the system utility at each outcome . The following sequence of thought-
processes might illustrate the technique for arriving at relative importance
values for the four attributes of Figure 11-4.

a. The most important attribute is Skill Level (x3) since it is
an important system goal and its present state is relatively
low.

b. Motivation is least important since it is presently at a fairly
high level .

c. On-Job Flexibility is considered more important than Cost/Savings
because it contributes si gnificantly to overall mission in terms
of preparedness.

d. Skill Level is assigned a value of 1.0; the remathder in order
are On-Job Flexibility , Cost/Savings , then Motivation.

e. The Motivation attribute is less than half as important as
Skill Level ; it is therefore assigned an initial value of .4.

f. On-Job Flexibility is nearly as important as Skill Level .
Motivation is about half as important as On-Job Flexibility ,
therefore On-Job Flexibility is assigned a value of .8.

g. The Cost/Savings variable is slightly more important than
Motivation , and is judged about half as important as Skill
Level ; it is , therefore assigned a value of .5.

The final importance weights to be assi gned each of the four attributes
will be:

Skill Level — 1.0
On-Job Flexibility - .8
Cost/Savings - .5

Motivation - .4

These will be applied to the scales shown by the example in Figure 11-4 to
develop a system utility by outcome .

Step 8 - TRANSFORM WEIGHTED ATTRIBUTES INTO SYSTEM UTILITIES

At the conclusion of Step 7 each benefi t variable has been quantified in
terms of contribution to some specific system goal , and its weight of
relative importance to the overal system mission has been estimated . In
this step, the relative importan~.e weighting factor will be applied to ad-
just the lengths for each attribute ; the result will be a corresponding

11-18 
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assignment of system utility to each outcome of the rescaled attributes. The
following technique is applied to determine the utility for each outcome. Figure
11-6 presents an example of the results .

1. Assign an arbitrary scale for system utilities with zero as the
midpoint , the midpoint representing the present system state.

2. Select the scaled attribute weighted as most important and anchor
its present state (point D) at the zero point of the arbitrary scale.

3. Let the total length of the most important attribute scan exactly
50 percent of the arbitrary system utilities scale (this is for
convenience and will permit all other attributes of lesser importance
to be contained within the scale). Skill Level (x3) in Figure 11-6
is shown to extend from zero to plus fifty since its anchor point
(0) was at the left most point on its scale in Figure 11-4.

4. Select the next most important attribute and anchor its present
state (point 0) to the zero point of the arbitrary scale.

5. Let the total l ength be proportional to the l ength of the most
important attribute based upon its relative importance weight as
determined in Step 7. In Figure 11-6, On-Job Flexibility with a
relative importance of .8 is shown to extend a length of forty
system utility units (.8 x 50). Since its anchor point (D) is
also at the l eft most point on its scale from Figure 11-4 , it is
shown to extend from zero to plus forty in Figure 11-6.

6. Repeat 4. and 5. above for the remaining attributes. Figure 11-4
shows that the other two attributes , Cost/Savings and Motivation ,
extend over twenty-five (.5 x 50) and twenty (.4 x 50) units,
respectively. Since their anchor points (D) are between other
outcome points , their scales extend in both a positive and negative
direction from the zero or midpoint.

7. Read the system utilities for all A outcomes from1the sca1~ and
— a~d them algebraically, Thus from Figure 11-6 , x2 

= 10, x~ = 17,

• 
x1 = 40, and 4 

= 50; the total of all A outcomes is 117.

8. Repeat 7. above for Outcomes B, C and 0. Outcome will always be
zero. Thus from Figure 11-6 , x~ = -10, x~ 

= -8. 
~l 

= 20, and x~ = 34;
0~tcome B to~al is 36. Outcome C totals 8 with x2 = -5, =
x~~=0an d x3 = l7.
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In summary, then , the total of the relevant attributes across each major
outcome is as follows :

ATTRIBUTE OUTCOME A OUTCOME B OUTCOME C OUTCOME 0

Motivation(x2) 10 -10 -5 0

• Cost/Savings(x4) 17 -8 -4 0

On-Job Flexibility(x 1 ) 40 20 0 0

Skill Level(x3) 50 34 U
Total 117 36 8 0

These are the utility figures which will be inserted into the decision tree
in Step 10 after a consistency check has been performed in Step 9.

Step 9 - PERFORM CONSiSTENCY CHECKS OF OUTCOMES AND OF PROCESS

At this point in the procedure, some system utility for each decision tree
outcome will have been generated , either as a result of the conversion of
relevant variables into units of a continuous base variable as was performed
in Steps 5 and 6, or through application of the techniques outl ined in Steps 7
and 8. Both Steps 6 and 8 recommended crosschecks for the consistency of the
subjective estimates . In this step , a wholistic common sense appraisal of the
relative total utility of each outcome is proposed. The consistency check
steps are as follows :

1. Check the ranking of the outcomes for reasonability . From the
examples summarized at the end of Steps 6 and 8, the following
total utilities by outcome were obtained.

Step 6 Step 8

OUTCOME A 65 117

OUTCOME B -51 36

OUTCOME C 43 8

• OUTCOME D 1 0
— As is seen the results are quite different between the two,

however, the assumptions were quite different and there was
no intent that the results in any way be similar.

At this stage, the assessor should make the intuitive assessment
on the order of outcomes for each of the innovations leading to
the above summarized results .

I
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a) Is the order reasonable for the innovation processed through
Step 6, i.e., A , D, C, then B?

b) Is the order reasonable for the i nnovation processed through
Step 8, i.e., A , B , C, then 0? Does it seem reasonable that
acceptance of the innovation , no matter what the final outcome,
will provide more utility to the system than outright rejection?

2. Check the ratios of outcomes to one another for reasonableness.

a) From the Step 6 results , does Outcome B appear to provide
as much negative utility as Outcome A provides positive
utility? Are Outcomes B and C just about as bad for the
system?

b) From the Step 8 results , does Outcome A appear to provide
over three times the utility as Outcome B?

3. If the results of 1. and 2. above do not appear to be reasonable
in terms of the separations of the values of the outcomes , and
their negative or positive direction with respect to the present
system state, reexamine the following .

a) Have all relevant variables (impacts of the innovation) been
explicitly Identified and/or taken into account?

b) Have realistic scenarios been created for ear.h outcome con-
sidering operationa l effects?

c) Have the individual attributes been realistically assessed
with respect to the system ’s goals?

d) Have the attributes been weighted realistically?

4. The need to perform extensive reconcil iation analysis in 3. above
should be based upon a sensitivity analysis of the decision variable
after the decision variable has been calculated taking into account
the probabilities within the decision tree.

• Step 10 - FINALIZE DECISION TREE AND COMPUTE DECISION VARIABLE

This step is unchanged from that outlined in Task 04.05 of the ETAM Procedures
outlined in the Phase lI-A Final Report. The decision tree into which the
estimated utilities will be inserted was shown in Figure 1-3 of this report.

The techniques which have been outlined for the subjective estimation of
utilities are also appropriate for probability estimates to be incorporated
at junctures W , X , Wi , etc. in the decision tree diagram of Figure 1-3.
Section III of this report contains a good deal of the rationale as well as
caveats that the estimator should be aware of in making probability estimates .
A l so , reference Is made to a number of the forms of bias which may cause
discrepancies in estimates.

11-22
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As with utility estimating , it is extremely important that the assessor
identify the operational context used as the basis for the probability
estimates. Task 3 of the ETAM Procedures (Phase Il-A Final Report) iden-

I 

tified the important factors relative to probability estimates of the success
or failure of an innovation. Some of these factors were organizational corn-
patabili ty , technological state-of-the-art , technical support , attributiona l
acceptance , etc.

The other major input to Step 10 will be the risk reduction packages

I 
originally outlined in Tasks 3, 4, and 6 of the ETAM Procedures. These
packages will affect the probability values ‘in the decision tree diagram
(Figure 1-3).

The final stage of this step is to fold back the decision tree in order to
arrive at a utility figure for each alternative path. The alternative path
with the highest expected utility would normally be the one recommended to

I be followed by the decision maker. This of course assumes that the decision
maker has the “maximization of expected utility ’ as the operating decision
principle.

Step 11 - PERFORM SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Task 06.07 of the ETAM Procedures outlined the technique for handling the
I sensitivity analysis step. A key to the performance of this step is the

assessor ’s estimates of confidence in previously estimated factors, such
as probability , utility , and relative importance. The expression of con-
fidence is in the form of a most optimistic and most pessimistic estimate
of the value that the variable could be expected to take on. The sensitivity
analysis tests the decision variable across this range to determine if there
could be a change in the recommended decision . If the recommended decision

I alternative is the same, no further analysis of the variable is required .
I If the decision changes within the range (optimistic to pessimistic), then

a probability that the change could actual ly occur is calculated . The ETAM
Procedures should be referred to for additional detail on this process and

3 its related assumptions.

I 
Step 12 - PREPARE INPUT TO THE DECISION MAKER

ETAM Procedures Task 8 described the series of subtasks for framing the
assessment data for presentation to the decision maker. It consisted of:

I 1. Assembling the information generated In each of the ETAM t~~ks.In the context of this report , the Information to be assembled

i 

would be:

a) The relevant variables from Step 1.

I b) The outcome scenarios from Step 3.

c) The graphical descriptions of the impact of the innovation
on system goals from Step 4.

d) The results of the assignment of system utilities either

i 

from Steps 5 and 6 or from Steps 7 and 8.

1 
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e) The results of consistency checks from Step 9.

f) The folded back decision tree diagrams from Step 10.

g) The results of the sensitivity analysis which was performed
in Step 11 .

2. Defining the presentation format both in terms of style and
time requirements.

3. Preparing the material in a format suitable for presentation
to the decision maker.

4. Reviewing the material in terms of the objectives , assumptions ,
and alternatives .

Step 13 - MAKE DECISION

The entire ETAM Procedure including the previous twelve steps for refining the
estimation and scaling process were performed so that the decision maker would
have an appropriate information pattern for making a sound decision about the
innovation. Based upon the value of the decision variable calculated for each
alternative decision path , a reject, an accept , or an accept with risk reduction
projects could be recommended. The decision tree structure provides , also , for
multiple groupings of risk reduction packages to be analyzed . Therefore, it
should be possible for the assesor to have formulated and analyzed a number of
packages in order to show a degree of optimality in the final recomendation .

It is obvious that no matter how meticulous the assessor is in carrying out
the assessmc,it process , there are certain indisputable requirements.

a. The utility determination process must be conducted within the
context of the goals of the organization into which the proposed
innovation is to be installed . The assessor must relate to the
same utility system as the decision maker.

b. Information acquired in the process must be reasonably accurate ,
either based upon a historical analysis which forms a reasonable
basis for future projection , or an estimate by persons having
recognized expertise in the area about which the information is
being obta i ned.

c. The combinatorial logic for determining the value of the decision
variable should be in reasonable agreement with that of the
decision maker. This includes agreement in terms of the decision
principle , “maximization of expected utility .”

d. Finally, the assessment process should reflect a hi gh degree of
diligence on the part of the assessment team in acquiring and
processing data .
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The ETAM process attempts to attach utility to various decision alternatives
as related to the decision about a single i nnovation. It does not preclude
a comparative assessment between alternative innovations intended to accomplish
a similar objective. It does not , however , extend to the decision process
relative to which investments are most appropriate for an organization to make
with its available funding . Techniques , however, have been suggested in the
literature for application of decision and utility theory to the selection of
investment type projects. The reader is urged to refer to the Bibliography
at the end of this report for more extensive literature references.

I
I
I
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SECTI ON II I

ORG A N IZATIONAL AND BEHAV IOR A L RA TI ONA LES FOR SCA LING METHODS

INTRODUCTION TO THE RATI ONALES

In Section II of this report , a step-by-step outline of a scaling procedure
for range-of-effect assessment was presented . This procedure was developed
from the rationales and references that are discussed in the following pages.
Further developments in this project will enable these procedures to be used
at an interactive display terminal. A number of functional elements and
some information content wi ll have to be added in order to enable flexible
and usefu l three-way dialogue between machine system, the assessor and the
decision making executive. It seems essential , therefore, to present not
only the reasons and purposes behind the procedural structure but some sub-
stance to assist in its operational use. The content in this section will
be reshaped into an “operating guide ” for the intended users of the scaling
and decision techniques .

Part A in this Section is primarily a justification for the use of reduc-
tionist techniques to supplement , if not replace , global and intuitional
decision formats. Utility theories and decision models , a subset of which
are being used , have not gained universal acceptance by any means , either on
logical or pshychologica l grounds. It therefore seems important to clarify
the justification for using them in ETAM . Decisions about proposed innova-
tions are apt to i nvolve large commitments if they are accepted , and some-
times equally large liabilities if they are not; and , because of their in-
trinsic nature , decisions about i nnovations have a larger context of un-
certainty , guessing and risk-taking than most decisions about plans and
operations in an establishment. Offering procedures that claim to make good
or better-than-good decisions in this context therefore deserve careful
scrutiny in order to assure that it is not only efficient but wise to use
them. In Part A , a kind of information “task analysis ” of the decision-
maker ’s problem is made. Considerable attention is given to the various
kinds of reference values that the executive might or should use -- and
share with his assessing staff -- in formulating decision policies . Struc—
tura l decisions , as contrasted with operating control decisions , deal with
relatively permanent institutional changes , and are therefore applicable to 

-
‘

the innovation problem .

In Part B of this Section the rationales for reductionist formats for deci-
sion making are continued but in a more specific , behavioral context. Lia-
bilities in human processing of global decisions are discussed , while still
accepting the potential validity of this method at least as collaborative
with reductionist methods. Various liabilities and assumptions in the
latter methods are also explored -- with the help of the literature -- and

• practical conclusions are drawn . The liabilities and limitation s should
serve as guidance for things to avoid , or at leas t to counter , in the design
of semiautomatic scaling procedures. This body of content will also yield
training material as well as system design guidance .

I
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PART A. STRUCTURAL DECISIONS ABOUT LONG-TERN ORGAN IZATION MISSIONS

TWO TYPES OF DECISION ANA LYSIS

A large amount of methodological research during the past several decades has
centered around human decision processes. The literature is known variously
as “decision theory” , “behavioral utility theory ” , and others . As is to be
expected , there are some who vigorously accept the methodology , some who are
skeptical , and others who are hostile.

Those who are hostile would probably say that any human decision must be based
on a global context of information. This information consists of known data ,
expectations , resource commitment and a scheme of personal and organizational
values. The processing of those data into a decision is a complex and delicate
operation and dynamics of which will not survive the surgery of analysis or the
constraints of artificial structuring imposed from the outside . These ind i-
viduals believe in what will be called the wholistic and intuitional mode of
decision making. The present authors respect this point of view , but not
exclusively.

The skeptic who may be informed about the literature will point out that clear-
cut operational evidence for the superiority of the analytic techniques of
formal decision and utility theory has not been developed (at least for non-
diagnostic types of decision making). And the indirect evidence based on
behavior studies in artificial decision environments , or about limited kinds
of decision making tasks, or on psych ologizing about “information overl oad”
is not necessarily convincing . The skeptics have a point , too, with which
to be sympathetic. In their moments of candor , some of the researchers them-
selves acknowl edge that the crucial empirical comparisons still remain to be
made- -if in fact such comparisons are really possible.

The protagonists of decision theory and utility have an impressive litera-
ture and the support of many convincing logical and psychological arguments
for analytic and reductionist--or what will be called “decomposed” --techniques
for the structuring of judgments about pruolem variables and relationships
amoung problem variables . It is true that many researchers have as their ob-
jective an accounting for the human behavior in wholistic judgmental decisions
by analytic “models ” of that behavior. But the reciprocal concern is with
methods to assist the decision maker in being rational and consistently
rational in assessing evidence and applying value judgments to that evidence.
The techniques are intended to aid the decision maker in using to the fullest
extent all of the information he has that may be relevant--and this includes
impressions , beliefs , values and judgmental processes. But they also are
intended to help the decision maker uncover his various assumptions about his
values and “utility functions ” and thus to be consistent with them, or to
modify them if need be. This point of view which , more than tentatively,
uses formalism in structuring the decision -making process is espoused here.

It is possible to be consistent with both the wholistic and the decomposition or
analytic doctrines because the prodedures proposed in the earlier Section Il.
embrace both doctrines, so that the outcome of one serves as a check on the
outcome of the other for selecting a decision alternative. This expedient is
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not intended as a compromise between hostile points of view . Rather it is a
recognition that the wholistic and the analytic procedu res both have value ,
so that one mode should support the other. And , finally, the decision-maker
himself should decide on which procedura l options to use if he prefers one
exclusively to the other .

There is another equally practica l consideration. In most cases, it is realis-
tic to expect tha t the assessor who collects , organizes and presents the data,
and the considerations and conclusions about the decision problem , will be in
a staff relationship to the decision -making executive. The assessor himself
will present both wholistic and decomposed solutions to the executive decision
maker. It is proper for the executive to view, like the successive layers of
an onion , the pattern of constituent data , attributes , values and judgments --
including probabilities of various projected outcomes -— so that the executive
may selectively intervene. He may apply somewhat different value systems ,
projections , and interpretations tha n those of . his staff. He.may wish to make
selective and specific modifications to the decision “model ” he is examining ,
perhaps at an interactive computer termina l , and observe the change in pro-
jected outcomes from various alternatives for the decision. Obviously, he
could not interact this way with a who listic eval uation.

A computerized model can take revised inputs and quickly recompute the reflec-
tion of these revisions into the overall evaluative output of decision alter-
natives and their projections of outcomes. This capability can be an important
assist from a procedural model having a structure that is refl ected in compu-
terized operations .

The practica l value of analytic procedures that is gained by selective i nter-
action , either by the assessor or by the executive decision-maker with any
stage of conclusions should , in itself , be a sufficient justification of de-
composition methods for dealing with complex problems with risky outcomes.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DECISIONS ABOUT ORGAN IZATIONAL MISSIONS

Let us now home in on decisions to be made about innovations. An i nnovation
is defined as any structura l change intended to improve the efficiency (re-
source cost) or effectiveness of the organization over a long-term run. As
Peterson (1971) points out , such decisions should not be oriented to maxi-
mizing the expected utility for any individual (such as the decision maker)
but to maximize the expected utility accruing to the organization and its
mission . “Expected utility ” is a combination of the worth of a magnitude of
benefit and the probability of achieving the benefit , assuming that a given
comitment of resource has been made. Even though the decision-makin g execu-
tive attempts to take an “objective ” organizational and systems orientation ,
it is inev i tabl e that some personal and subjective factors will infl uence
his choices -- his perceptions , values and risk- taking characteristics as well
as momentary pressures and moods.

Unlike traditional business establishments , the military training and opera-
tional systems do not necessarily have money as their dominant utility refer-
ence , except as , perhaps , a limi ting condition. Rather , their dominant cri-
terion of worth consists of the goodness of the pattern of services they
perform. These services form a network of functions and functional criteria
that transform huma n recruits in the form of inpu t aptitudes , skill levels ,
and attitudes into output of technical and combat skills at levels which meet
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m i l i t a r y  miss ion  requirements that are continuously changing .

Executi ve decision making in the military is likely to be a heterogeneous pro-
cess , performed by a variety of individuals with vary ing  backgrounds and
interests . Many will have developed their own intrinsic “formats” or proce-
dural models for converting evidence into alternatives and decisions. Many can
point to the success of decision outcomes in the past and justify hesitation
and even resistance to changing their mode of making up their minds . They may
emphasize the dangers of looking at procedural trees for gaining a proper per-
spective of the forest. We have not found any literature which describes how
to make the social and psychological transition from the traditional methods
of institutional and wholistic decision making to the analytic process at the
level of highly placed , successful executives . Huber (1974), however , suggests
that the consultant serve as change agent for the client.

There are a number of constraints that are properly placed on the introduction
of procedures based on contemporary decision theory and utility theory into
the practical worl d of executives and their staffs. The procedures should err
on the side of simplicity rather than on the side of complexity and finesse.
The simplicity of the procedure should enable the assessor (and executive) to
keep in mind the information he is having to process at the same time that he
can keep in mind what he is doing in each procedural step imposed on him. Thus
he can apply “common sense ” to the procedure , and readily make corrections in
the context of the decision problem to solve , rather than merely the procedural
issues to resolve. The problem-solving format should not obscure the real sub-
stance of the problem to be solved.

Fortunately the research literature supports simplicity in procedure . A domi-
nant finding among the critiques of decision methodology is that simplicity in
procedu re and procedural assumptions is almost always just about as good as
more complex and “sophisticated” procedures and assumptions . “Just about as
good” means that it explains practically all of the variance (to within a few
per cent) that is generated by the more sophisticated model.

If computer support is available , it may be tempting to introduce procedural
niceties and complexities with the objecti ves of increased reliability and
“precision”--even where the practical meaning of precision is unclear. Our
explicit policy , therefore, is to maximize the understanding by the human of
what is going on in the scaling task , both by simplifying it and by exposing
it to his comprehension .

In the decision-making problem we are trying to solve there is another virtue
to simplicity in scaling procedures. This virtue comes from the desirability
of the assessor to communicate to the executive decision maker the operational
assum pti ons , data , probability estimates and procedures that have gone into
the picture presented to him. Thus the decision maker can selecti vely retrieve
and review the work of the assessor at any of the many stage-s in the assess-
ment operation . The rapid comprehension by the executive of the contextual
meaning of these processes can readily be fogged by a maze of procedural
detail.

As ide from its computational function , we see the major purposes of the inter-
active computer system as selective retrieval of data and data reductions , and
for presenting the assessor with more or less equivalent procedural alternatives
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for scaling operations. By performing the same task with procedura l alterna-
tives , the assessor may discover inconsist encies among outcomes and seek to
reconcile them, presumably with the greater insight gained by each of the
two or more methods.

The assessment task and its objectives may overlap, but are distinguishable
from , the task of the executive decision -maker. The task of the assessor is
primarily staff work: (1) data collection about the costs and benefits and
liabilities of the proposed innovation for the training establishment across
the full range of its potential effect, (2) applying his picture of probabili-
ties and system values and needs to these data , and (3) reducing the entire
mass of information to a presentation that the experienced executive decision-
maker can assimilate , in terms of the presented alternatives , generally on
the order of an hour. During this period , the executive may seek to determine
whether the assessor ’s values and priorities are at least roughly similar to
his own picture of the needs and values of the organization as a system. He
may impose a different estimate of the probabilities of achieving various
outcomes -- he may be aware of means of controlling the outcomes not taken
into account or of dependencies not considered by the assessor.

The executive ’s choice of an alternative may often have two contexts. In one
context , an absolute judgment about the innovation answers the question : “Is
the commitment arising from some form of acceptance of the proposal within the
discretionary limits of the executive ’s budget , taking into account also the risk
and size of expected return?” This judgment is based on the merits and costs
of the i nnovation solely on its own terms. But executives frequently have more
than one proposal clamoring for support and these also demand dollar commitments.
The second context for making a choice is therefore comparative: “Since only
one or two proposals can fit into allowable budgets , which one is the best
bet, all factors considered?” The second kind of choice may be more difficult
than the first , and probably is representative of real conditions.

The executive may also feel assured that he has been given the most efficient
way of achieving the benefit objective of the innovation if the ETAM Procedures
Task 2 (Develop/E,.~mi ne Alternatives to the Innovation -- see Figure 1—2) has
been performed .

A critical factor to underline here is the relatively small amount of time
usually available to the executive to make any single decision , even an im-
portant decision involving a long-term comm i tment. This seems a practical
consideration in the real world of time-stressed executives. The assessor as
staff to the executive does not normally have the same stringency of time
limitation , and certainly not in the same scale. After bringing together
the data , it becomes his task to present information that is so reduced and
organized that the executive can quickly perceive both the gross picture of
overall worth and its structura l components . The structural components
consist of (a) the alternatives and their outcomes , (b) attributes and magni-
tudes of benefits and liabilities , (c) relative importance of each attribute,
(d) probability of alternative outcomes , and (e) any estimates of the range
within each benefit variable within which the outcome might fluctuate . (The
last factor helps in making a sensitivity analysis.) Scaling techniques can
generate a single figure of merit for all of these components together. They
can also reveal contributory figures of merit that were developed for component
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This realistic concern about the time-stressed executive may suggest one
useful criterion for testing decision-making techniques : does it increase
the effective bandwidth of the executive? This is , does it enable him to
make a decision with the same confidence in understanding the probl em after
one hour Interacting with it as contrasted with the many hours he would
spend on it with alternative forms of presentation and interaction?

The specific matter of decisions about accepting or rejecting innovations has
another major facet. It is a characteristic of institutionalized organizations
to become conservative. Conservative policies and criteri a are manifest in the

• principle of making no changes except those that have some assurance of demon-
strably reducing displaceable costs in existing operations. This policy in-

• hibits entrepreneurial decisions that are , by definition , risky and deal with
substantial changes both in process and in objective. Thus , the ability to
formalize the significance of values in addi tion to those of dollar costs, and
into which dollar costs enter only as one dimension of the decision , may off-
set the erosive effects of exclusively conservative policies. The keynote here
is in making explicit--as contrasted with implicit and intuitive--the value
system behind the decision policy . The formal techniques of decision theory
not only encourage but force this explicitness.

THE UTILITY CONCEPT OF “MISSION GOODNESS”

If a proposed innovation has a variety of benefit attributes , combining the
worth of these several attributes into a single figure of merit implies that
the assessor (and decision maker) has some underlying continuum of worth into
which each of the benefits can be translated . Let ’s call this continuum a
reference utility.

Utility theory has traditionally offered two kinds of reference utility. One
coninon example references dollars and “dollar equivalent. ” The test question
would be: “How many dollars would be equivalent to the value of this bene-
fit?” or “How much would you pay to avoid having this negative benefit?” This
reference utility is common to problems in business contexts.

A second traditional reference utility is that of personal “satisfaction and
dissatisfaction .” A sample test question would be: “Would you be twice as
satisfied if you were given Benefit X as if you were to be given Benefit Y?”
In the ultimate sense, perhaps , every decision made by a human incorporates a
personalized set of values . In the more immediate and specific sense, the
issues at stake are the bel iefs by the executive and his staff as to what
changes in the system and its mission result in more efficient or effective
operation . Ultimately these beliefs will have personalized references, so
that the “satisfaction-dissatisfaction ” continuum has theoretical justifi-
cation .

But a third kind of basic reference utility is proposed here, and will tenta-
tively be called “system goodness ” or “miss ion goodness. ” The reader is re-
minded that any utility continuum is an abstraction and simplification that Is
justified by its practical usefulness--as compared to alternative reference
scales . So let’s agree not to cavil about whether it is or is not a homo-
geneous continuum, just as traditional researchers and consultants have not
been deterred about the homogeneity of the equivalent dollar utility or the
satisfaction utility . Rather, let ’s examine some of the Impl i cations arising
from the “system goodness ” reference utility and see if a rationale can be
developed for it.
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A reference utility , whether based on dollars or satisfaction or system
goodness, is likely to have a significant infl uence on the orientation of the
assessor ’s and the executive ’s perceptions and judgments. Each of these
references suggests a somewhat different role and a different set of conceptual
tests of what information is relevant and how it should be slanted.

The system goodness utility depends for its usefulness on a number of condi-
tions that are normally assumed to hold for the executive and his staff:
knowledge of the variables that do actually operate in the system and the dy-
namics of these variables ; this knowledge must inevitably be incomplete and
partially erroneous , and because of the complex ity of systems , sometimes in-
consistent from one context to another.

The appl i cation of the system goodness utility depends on some consistent
p ictu re of the cri teri a of system performance. These criteria can have as
their reference starting point some present set of operations and operational
entities and networks. This base is simi lar to the reference status from
which utility scales and functions are now developed in decision theory pro-
cedures. One evaluates a potential change and its meaning by comparing it with
some present state of affairs . Thus one can assess limitations and liabilities
between demand and response of the system now , extrapolate from present demands
into the future and estimate the mi smatch between (a) present system resources
and operations and (b) those future demands .

Let us assume (or stipulate ) that a competent executive and his staff are those
who can distinguish between the operational needs that are current and the
structural needs that are progressively developing over time into the future.
The “future ” may range from three to ten years , with perhaps a median point at
five years hence . The executive ’s domain of responsibility may consist of an
organization and an organizational mis sion , and its interfaces with other or-
ganizational missions. He may project past and present trends that increase the
mismatch between mi ssion goals and available resources such as people , skills
and atti tudes , technology , procedures , and the organization of these resources.
He may simplify a staggering complex of variables in this mi smatch into perhaps
six to ten major attributes , functions or entities. For example , many execu-
tives in all sectors are viewing with increasing concern what is grossly cal l ed
“the motivation of people to work .” An individual executive and his colleagues
may wel l develop a set of priorities or weights of impo rtance to each of these
attri butes of extended concern. Assumi ng an environment where economics need
not be completely restricted to here-and-now operational matters , practical
attention can be directed toward one or a combination of ameliorative solu-
tions.

We should ask the basis upon which the assessor and decision maker establish
the relative importance of one benefi t (or liability which can be treated as a
“negative benefit”) over other benefits that may be promised by an innovation.
Simplistically, the answer would be: the most important benefit (defined as
the combinati on of a variabl e and a given magnitude of change on that variabl e
from a reference state) is the one that will have the greatest contribution to
the efficiency and effectiveness of the training system and Its mission . As it
stands , this response is a circular statement like the assertion : “What is
most important is what is most useful .” The issue requires further clarifica-
tion.

We must assume that the informed executive ’s utility structure , or sc heme of
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va l ues , is a profile of weighted objectives for system behavior and accomplish -
ment. This schema will be symbolized by dimensions in his conceptual image or
model of the future system. In this conceptual model , means and ends may be
relatively indistinguishable until an innovative proposal specifies a means
with its prospective benefits as related ends . For example , one major dimen-
sion of problems in training systems in changing economic and social situa-
tions is that of the form of delivery of instruction. Another dimension may
be perceived as that of geographic movement of students from operational en-
vironments to training environments . An innovation of a given kind may provide
benefits in both of these dimensi ons , perhaps by eliminating one of the pro-
blems entirely but with the risk of creating new ones. Depending on the pat-
tern of pressures which the executive foresees in the time period under con-
sideration , and resources available without the innovation , his implicit model
of system operations and values may give three times the weight to the elimina-
tion of student movement as he would give to the benefit in instructional
function . These weights would enter into the assessment of the decision alter-
natives.

The decision to accept or reject the proposal would be based on the cost in
resource (dollars ) balanced against the extent to which the benefits of the
innovation filled the void between his projection of system need or “require-
ment” on one or more d imens ions of system operation , and the size of the
remaining void after the benefits were in place. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ofsubjective probability that the innovatT~n woul d achieve the benefits would
factor his perception of the worth of the promised benefit--but we are not con-
cerned wi th the details of the subjective probability issue at this point.

The foregoing discussion of the factors in the executive ’s idealized perception
of an innovati on in the context of a system or organization can be sumarized
in a list. His conceptualization should consist of:

1. The present objectives of the system ’s mission in terms of options
for the selection of its inputs , and the various criteria of the
system ’s outputs at various interfaces .

2. The projected changes in these objectives expressed in the same terms.

3. Some set of gross, major variables that determine goodness of the
system in operation . In training , where the output variables consist
of quantity and quality of trained persons , the operating variables
may be grossly characterized by the following list:

a. Cost per student training hou r, or cost per unit increase in
a student’s on-the—job capability .

b. Minimum aptitude l evel for expecting the student to complete
success fully gi ven courses of instruction, or to achieve at
lease a minimum level of on-the-job capability .

c. Range and l evels of on-the-job skills which formal training
can Instruct.

d. Student hours to achieve a given cri terion of mastery.
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e. Attrition level in a course of instruction , holding aptitude
and mastery l evel constant.

f. Flexibility in changing instructional capabilities to changes
in input and/or to changes in output demand for type of skill ,
skill level , or range of skills. -

g. Student motivation to learn and perform the jobs for which he
is being trained.

And so forth .

Note that i tems a through e can have dollar costs computed for a
given set of conditions. But improvements in any of the system
variables can have benefits in addition to , or other than , dol l ar
sav ings , and in many cases the utility of the non-dollar benefit
may eclipse the utility of the dollar benefit.

Note also that al though many or all of these variables may interact
with each other in the process of selecti on and training , it is
possible to introduce a change in one and let the others vary as a
consequence of that change. Parenthetically, the understanding of
the interactions among system variables is an important criterion

• for “knowing the dynamics of system behavior. ”

4. The status of variables i dentified in Item 3 at the present time in
current operations of the system, taking into account present demands
and present resources .

5. A projection of the future demands that are expected to be placed on
the system and the capabilities of the present system to cope with
them. “Capabilities ” may be classif ied according to their operational
relevance to the variables cited in Item 3.

6. A perception of the gaps between present demand-capability relation-
ships and future demand-capability relationships.

7. A prioritization as to which of the projected gaps (and variable on
which the gap appears) will be most important to close.

The rational executive would then tend to favor an i nnovation which promised
to eliminate or reduce a gap on prioritized variables , and according to how
much of the gap was closed . If the innovation appears to close only a small
part of the expected gap of even a high priority variable , the executi ve may
reject it because he knows that he will still have to find additional innova-
tions for the same pu rpose. He may prefer a large magnitude of gap closure
from a single commi tment , and this is likely to be sound design policy for
organizations where it is reasonable to expect substantial skrinkage of pro-
mised benefits.

The concept of system goodness that emerges is a composite of variables dealing
with expected demands to oe imposed on the system , projected capabilities of
the system, and the mismatch perceived between patterns of demand and patterns
of capability .
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Figure 111-1 represents a schematic of how the executive who is responsible
for filling personnel quotas to a training school , and its quotas for various
courses of instruction, might view an innovation in selection procedures that
would give him “great flexibility in adjusting fluctuating supply coupled to
fluctuating demand. ”

Degree of Flexibilit y in Adjusting Student Supply to Training Demands
/ / / /

Least Present Innovation Realistic
tolerable state promises ideal state,
state this state i.e., goal-state

for this variable

Figure 111-1. THE CHANGE IN STATE OF AN OPERATIONAL VARIABLE
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF A PROPOSED INNOVATION .

From this executive ’s standpoint , the innovation , if realized , would shift the
goodness of the “selection and assignment to training ” procedure a substantial
increment towards a realistic ideal . Fiut this executive also has responsibili-
ties for increasing the level of interest in potential recruits so that , idea l-
ly, practically all that are selected will want to take the training that is
offered to them. In this domain of responsibility , the selection procedure
problem is only one dimension of his “subsystem ” problem. Figure 111-2 shows
the extent to which the i nnovation weights in his total problem .

Overall Subsystem Capabilities
/ / / /
Least Present Innovation Realistic

tolerable state promises ideal state,
state this state i.e., goal-state

of subsystem

FIGURE 111-2 . THE CHANGE IN A SUBSYSTEM STATE OF BEHAVIOR AS A
RESULT OF INTRODUCI NG AN INNOVATIO N AFFECTI NG
ONE VARIABLE IN THE SUBSYSTEM .

F. -i’j rp 111-2 , taken with Figure 111-1 , shows several things. One is that the
pr~.’ - .‘~t state of the subsystem is estimated to be lower (closer to the Least
Tolerable State) than that in one component variable: the executive is having
more trouble with motivating the selectees than in finding them. It also
reveals that the contribution of the innovation to subsystem effectiveness is
therefore scaled down from its magnitude when viewed only in the context of
selection of trainees . This is a diagrammatic representation of how the exec-
ution might scale the relative importance of more than one benefit that might
be provided by an i nnova tion, as well as a schematic of how he might evaluate
various innovations with respect to each other, assuming that the risks were
equivalent.

The executive should also be clear about the time horizon which spans the
limits of his planning . He should take into account trends in changing
demands , changing resources and changing technologies and project their
f u t u r e  from the present and its problems . Otherwise he is comitted to
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patchwork solutions as expedients to immediate crises. As an ideal policy ,
the ifltroduction of innovations should somewhat lead the operational
necessity for them . On the other hand , the utilit y of innovatio ns , what:
ever their early l evel s of realization , i nevitably wears out. This consid-
eration should affect the evaluation of the benefits promised by a techno-
logical innovation. Wil l  the magnitude of the benefi t cope with the
magnitude of the proj ected problem over , say , a five to seven-year projeC-
tion? This issue of the time span affected by decisions recurs in differ-
entiating operationa l decisions from design and structural change decisions .

As a realist , the seasoned executive is aware that any rational model of sys-
tem variables and their operational interactions is too simple—minded to suf-
fice for practi cal decision making. He also knows that there is a large
proportion of randomness in real-life operations. The precision with which
predictions of events , or the effects of introducing changes on events , is
limi ted by the proportion of controlled events to random events in the system ’s
behavior. The realist must be aware that while the threat of disaster rarely
turns out to be as severe as anticipated , so also benefits rarely live up to
their promise , even when the promise is bright. These regressive effects in
system behavior can be attributable to a combination of randomness or slack-
ness in the causal continuities in the system plus the tendency of human
systems to maintain conservative stability by assimilating and nullifying per-
turbations. In this sense , the introduction of an innovation in an existing
institutional system is a perturbation . A realistic executive may believe in
the importance of an innovation ’s obj ective , and in its technical adequacy ,
but have little faith in its ability to survive the erosive effects not merely
of organizational hostility , but of organizational indifference . To the extent
that this formulation applies to a given executive , he should want his staff to
differentiate the technical value of the proposed innovation from their esti-
mates of probability of successful realization of the benefits , so that he can
add h i s  own “degradation factor ” to their considered expectations .

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OPERATING DECISIONS AND INNOVAT ING DECISIONS

Executives with successful backgrounds in making operating decisions can have
diffi culty in the evaluation and decision making associated with structural
innovations for the system. Al though i nnovations are made in operational con-
texts , and operations must be sustained through the introduction of innovations ,
there are diffe rences that justify examination. In many cases , executives may
be selected for the making of innovational decisions from the ranks of those
who have made operating decisions.

By def in i t ion , an ope rating decision applies to keeping the existing system
wi thin a moving equilibri um . Operation deals with steering and control within
the boundari es of an existing pattern of service demands , resource capabilities
and operating rules and procedureF . On occasion , a demand may become unusually
great, or a facility may break down , or an alarming backlog develops , or the
quality of an output service threatens to fall below acceptabl e limits. Con-
trol decisions may often require (1) a diagnosis of the correctable cause when
presented with gross symptoms of inadequacy ; (2) the identifi cation of an
ava il ab le resource to dep loy as a remedy; (3) the ass ignment of the resource ;
(4) a follow-up on the effectiveness of the remedy. The decision process in
control deals typically with one-shot , transient situations . The primary ob-
jective is to maintain efficiency even through perturbations to the system
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where efficiency is measured primarily in costs per unit of throughput service.
This correction of a disturbance is limited to making a minimum change to the
existing system that is still sufficient to reduce the disturbance.

The executive who develops through decision -making experiences the concept of a
control model of a system must thereby tend to acquire somewhat conservative
po~nts of view about the introduction of organic change into the system ’s
procedures , processing networks, resources , and service objectives. His ex-
periences have concentrated essentially on preserving the integrity of the
system as it is and as he knows it. He has learned to cope with the special
kinds of uncertainties in system behavior with a set of working hypotheses about
causes behind the facade of symptoms . He can cope with the uncertainties about
what existing resources, human or otherwise , can do in containing a threat.
Like the experienced automobile driver , he has learned the range of slop in
system behavior and can compensate for it.

Al though the procedural format for making control decisions may be similar to a
format for making design decisions that change the system structurally, the
conceptual model and values applicable to the latter may differ significantly
from those applicable to the former . An innovation , according to the definition
in the ETAM Phase Il-A Final Report , is a “relatively constant or enduring
change in the procedures , objects or functions used in any aspect of the instruc-
tional process which may be viewed as a benefit (or liability ) and has associated
costs” . The executive making a decision about an innovation therefore has the
role of a system designer. This role includes modifications to an existing
design of a system-—meaning here the training establishment and any of its parts
or processes.

To the system designer , dollar costs are indeed an important utility variable ,
but they do not necessarily dominate other variables. He is at least as con-
cerned with the effectiveness of what the system does as he is with various
dollar cost efficiencies. Dollar costs will be a constraining variable. The
achievement of new system performance objectives may often tend to be dom i nant ,
assuming that they can be created within dollar constraints . The conceptual
model of the executive making desi gn decisions for changing the training system
should be capable of a higher level of abstraction from existing system reali-
ties than is required , or even desirable , for the system control executive. The
designer must be able to conceive of alternative possibilities to the present
realities as potentially desirable , preferable , and even necessary. The de-
signer ’s conceptual model should reference the major operational variables in
the services to be provided by the system . The system controller ’s conceptual
model is more likely to consist of the operating entities in the system and
measures of their efficiency .

Reference models and procedural formats that are effective for making decisions
should also be useful for learnin9 to make a class of decisions . This instruc-
tional capability can be especially important for transitioning an executive
from one type of conceptual reference for making decisions to another which
demands a somewhat different conceptualization of the training system and a
somewhat different set of val~es. Let’s hope that it is not presumptuous to
suggest that the reference content and the decision-making formats in ETAM can
serve the purposes of orientation and of reorientation to decision making that
deals with innovations to the training and using systems.
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Notice that no assertion has been made that decision making can be “taught. ”
This would invite unnecessary controversy . The assertion that decision making
is  learned , and that both its learning and performance can be helped with vari-
ous tools and aids seems readily defensible. This argument should be a major
justification for trying to make what is traditionally intuitive behavior at
least partly explicit and its results communicable.

THE DECISION PROBLEM EXPRESSED IN LAYMAN ’S TERMS

It can be illuminating to exami ne the decision problem in terms that make sense
to the executive who actually makes decis ions that involve risk and that wil l
affect several variables in his operation at the same time , but who has been
making them without benefit of formal uti lity theory.

Presume that background information has been developed about a proposed in-
novation for a training system. The executive may be offered three alternatives
for which data have been devel oped :

Accept the proposal
Reject the proposal
Accept the proposal tentatively by following a

prescribed program of further study

The preliminary sample data about the innovation show that (1) it w i l l  make some
reductions in operating costs; (2) it increases “student motivation to learn ”
in some observable functions such as increased class attendance , more time
spent in study , and so on; and (3) increases instructor flexibility in kinds
of subject matter that can be taught after brief orientations.

If the executive accepts the proposal , an investment is involved , and there
can be three major types of outcome . If things work out wel l , the innovation
may result in the savings and other benefits promised for it. If it fails in
the process of being implemented , not only may costs accrue but operational
liabilities may be incurred. If the project fails before it is implemented ,
only lost costs may be involved. If the executive rejects the proposal , the
outcome is neutral -—at least in the short term.

Now the study of the proposal may have led to the estimation of p robab iliti €s
for each of the three outcomes if the executive accepted the proposal . This
risk factor is , of course , one influence on the attractiveness of a decision
to accept . Other things equal , the greater the estimated probab flity of suc-
cess in achieving the promised benefits , the more appealing is the decision to
accept the proposal.

The degree of risk will , of course , interact wi th the size of the commitment
that is made by the executive if he accepts the proposal . The larger the in-
vestment , within the context of the executive ’s sphere of discretionary action ,
the less attractive is any l evel of success probability that is less than
perfect.

Ideally, the executive should keep separate his picture of the risk associated
with an outcome from his picture of the desirability of the outcome itself , if
the outcome occurs . That is , the goodness or worth of the outcome should be
evaluated in its own right as a set of conditions with some degree of
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des irability. But we have three benefit var iab les if the proposal works out
successfully. Let us say that , considere d as a return on investment , the “re-
duction in operating costs ” wil l not be so great as to justify an acceptance
of the proposal . It must have additional benefits . The crunch question is
that of determining the respective worth of these benefits so that they can be
added to the worth of the moderate reduction in operating expenses. The ob-
jective is to obtain a figure of overal l worth for this outcome .

Presumably the decision maker has information in his head about the values of
benefit vari ables and incremental changes in those variables as they may affect
his jurisdiction of operations. On reflection , he can project an image of the
meaning, to his operation , of some incremental change in “student motivation to
learn ” from his knowledge of how his system is workin9 with the present l evel
of that motivation. (He should also be aware that this is a vague variable
but that it connotes a set of observable events and conditions.) Perhaps the
present levels of that vari able are so low that the name of the variable itself
is a “hot button .”

A realistic examination of the actual magnitude of the incremental change pro-
mised by the innovation may help to moderate a precipitate commi tment because
the word “motivation ” is connected with the benefit.

• So the decision maker may think to himself: if the innovation works out , the
increase in student motivation would be worth at least twice the value of the
dollar savings promised by the innovation . The executive has now scaled the
relative importance of these two benefits--where a “benefit” means the combina-
tion of a benefit variable and a magnitude of change in that variable.

He may have mixed feelings about the worth of the increase in instructor flexi-
bility . He may think it has about the same worth as the very moderate dollar
savings , but perhaps only one-fourth the worth of the increase in student moti-
vation. He is now being inconsistent with his earlier judgment that the student
motivation benefit was worth twice the dollar saving benefit. When this in-
consistency is pointed out to him , he may reflect further and reach consistent
answers .

Now the decision maker combines in his head the evaluations of magnitude and
relati ve importance of the several benefits and implicitly assigns some con-
ceptual figure of worth to that picture . Either now or later , he may figura-
tively multiply this composite worth picture by the risk picture and thus get
a combined worth expectation for that outcome .

He may now examine the benefits and liabilities for each of the other two (or
more) potential outcomes projected from a given choice point. He will fol low
the same procedure for estimating the worth of the benefit (or negative worth
of a liability ) in terms of incremental changes in the operational system. He
will then also estimate the rel ative importance of the secondary benefits with
respect to the primary or dominant variabl e and thus develop a more or less
coherent picture of the composite of worth of this other outcome. The overall
worth for the outcome may be conceptualized as the composite worth multipl ied
by the estimated probability of the outcome actually happening .

The executive ’s reference base li ne for choos ing an alterna ti ve course of
action will almost certainly be the projected outcome of rejecting the
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innovation : taking no action at all in the matter. This outcome may appear to
him as a set of zero deviation s on the benefit vari ables that appear in the
innova ti on , and a zero investment commitment. Or the outcome from rejecting
the decision to accept any proposal for action on the innovation may appear as
progressive changes on those variables , in a plus or minus direction , over time
on the basis of infl uences other than from the application of the innovation.

It is qu i te likely that many executives , when presented with a decision -making
situation , do not abstract “variables ” out of the problem and think of them as
a continuous yardstick along which to measure magnitudes. This will seem to be
a completely artificial operation. Rather , the executive who has operational
knowledge of the domain he administers will think about the phenomenal changes
promised by the innovation in the operational behaviors in the organization .
These may be images of events , conditions , driving and control factors , dyna-
mi cs and tensions among concrete operations in the training system.

We believe that this kind of concrete , phenomenal thinking should not be lost
to the actual making of real worl d choices among al ternatives. The ability to
think realistically in terms of phenomena , actual or projected , may be central
to effective intuitive decision making : the who listic rather than the decom-
position method . The latter is the analytic procedure for developing utilities
and relative importance factors on individual and combined benefit variables
and magnitudes .

A liability in any analytic method is that the scaling processes l ead to pro-
gressively more abstraction and thus remoteness from the real world of complex
manifestations and dependencies , lash and backl ash , and ove rall balance in the
behavior of complex systems such as the training organization and its interfaces.
The abstractions , such as the utility function for a complex variable like
“motivation to learn ” , may become reified--treated as if they were i ndeed real
yardsticks measuring magnitudes that could be converted into usefu l judgments
of the worth of the incremental magnitude change. Thus , while the analytic
procedure may 

~~~ 
information in the form of the assessor ’s and executive ’s

scales of worth and importance of the dimensions and attributes of the system
being administered , the analytic activity also loses information about the real
worl d of process and process dynami cs to which the consequence of the decision
will apply.

Ideally, of course , the wholistic and intuitional route and the analytic , de-
compositional route would lead to the same conclusions. Practically, the deci-
sion maker can be overloaded wi th too much information so that his thinking
becomes (1) stereotyped , (2) random , or (3) limited to a subset of the relevant
decision data. Hence the desirability for analytic decomposition of the problem
into components. But fiddling with the components may be like looking at the
trees rather than the structure of the forest when planning a fi refighting
campai gn. Therefore, intuitional and “coninon sense” judgments should be inter-
spersed with analytic and synthetic operations with the explicit strategy of
convergence .

This strategy tends to bypass a variety of technical difficulties that beset
the decompositional procedures. Fishe r (1974) identifies some twenty-eight
procedural models of varying complex i ty. Any decision model procedure depends
on some degree of conformance to various assumptions: additivity , lineari ty,
independence , consistency and so on. The determination of whether one or all
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of such assumptions are sufficiently valid to justify a given procedure calls
for time—consuming and often quite artificial operations. The greater the
num ber of these tes ts and cons tra ints impose d on the asse ssor or dec i s ion maker ,
the further he gets away from the operational guts of the real problem he is
trying to solve.

We should also recognize that in this project our concern is not with research
into the models that can account for the decisions that decision makers make,
nor a concern with determining what ultimate level of precision in char-
acterizing choices can be derived from any given content of information
either inside or outside the human head. Our objective is to provi de a proce-
dure that generates (1) the characterization of decision pathways and outcomes
wi th precision no more than sufficient to identify to the choice maker the
distinctions in significance between one projected outcome and another , (2) a
useful level of specifying the risks associated wi th a given choice , and (3) a

• practical basis for i roning out disagreements among various participants in a
decision-making process.

In any event , the wholistic and intuitional methods can always give the per-
plexed user an escape hatch in the event that no decision model seems quite
applicable to the problem , either in terms of assumptions or con~enience ,or because of the complex ity and importance of the problem to be solved.

This strategy of interleaving wholistic and decompositional activities in
formalizing a decision is followed in the procedures recommended in Section II.
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PART B. RATIONALES FOR THE DECOMPOSITION OF COMPLEX DECISIONS

In this section the major liabilities and limi tations of wholistic and intui-
tive decisions making will be sunmiarized and related to assumptions and operations
in assessment and scaling procedures . These psychol ogical limitations are
presented wi th the assumption that utility and probability scaling techniques
can counteract some of their influence. The major supporting references for
the following content are Guilford (1954), Kahneman and Tvers ky (1973), Baumo l
(1965), Goldberg (1968), Spetzler and Stael von Holstein (1972) and Huber (1974).

INFORMATION OVERLOAD

This is a general catch-all characterization of the inability of the human to
hold in mind and process more than a limi ted amount of information . If the
decision has several al ternatives , and each al ternative has several potential
outcomes , and each potential outcome has a nunter of benefi ts , liabilities , and

• probabilities , the amount of info rmation swamps the decision maker ’s ability
to cope . George Miller ’s (1956) article asserting that the human can handle no
more than fi ve to seven chunks of information at a time is cited , some times
inapplicably, as a limiting condition .

Slovic and Lichtenstein (1971) say that the nunter of stimulus attributes which
people can systematically consider is from five to ten. Huber (197 4) states :
“Although we have successfully had clients respond to eight-attribute items,
they were so taxed by the task that it is doubtfu l that we could have gotten
them to perfom it again. ” Huber is unclear about the procedural context in
wh i ch the task was performed. He does suggest careful “panning ” of decision
variables but acknowledges that procedures “for so doing ” have not been tested
for their strengths and weaknesses .

The overloaded human may follow any one of several courses. One is to over-
simplify the problem by attending only to those factors wi th wh i ch he is most
f a m i l i a r , or appear most significant to him. Other factors , incl uding qualifi - -cations of thos e he is considering , are neglected.

Because constructive thinking is facilitated by concrete ideas , tangible factors
may predominate over more abstract factors when the human is overloaded. Because
dollar costs have “tangible ” references, they may •~onsistently dominate the

• overloaded decision maker.

In information overload , the simplifying process may seek a pos tponement of a
commitment by deferring the actual decision beyond the point where it is profit-
able to make it, even when there is sufficient information to make a choice .

The assessment of risks will tend to be non-rational . The confused person may
— make an arbitrary choice by the equivalent of tossing a coin; or because of his

uncertainties , he may take an unduly conservative position which is that of
rejecting proposals as a defensive strategy.

The overloaded person will improperly evaluate any additional data offered as
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evi dence pro or con for a decision-making situation . He may overvalue the
we ight of objectively trivial evidence , and fail to distinguish between
relev an ~nd worthless evidence . Thus he may be overly responsive to any
apparent change in his perception of the problem situation (Goldberg, 1968) .

INCONSISTENCIES IN EVALUATION BE CAUSE OF ABSTRACTNESS OF VALUES

A wholistic assessment of a n*ilti-attribute decision runs the risk of splitting
off the perception of expressed size of a benefi t from the perception
of the operational meaning of the benefit. This occurs because the intuitive
decision maker is having to combi ne a number of benefi ts into a single conglo-
merate of worth . In an earlier section of this report we have seen .the
severa l conceptual elements that translate an incremental change in a benefi t
variable into a “system goodness utility .” This utility continuum ranges
below and above the present state of the attribute with a floor consisting of
a Least Acceptable State and a ceiling consisting of an Ideal (or Goal) State.

By forcing the decision maker to convert one benefi t at a time into a position
on its utility scale, the decision maker can attend to the contextual meaning
of the benef i t  attribute and the benefit magnitude wi th respect to its distance
between a present state and either the Least Acceptable State or Ideal State
of the attribute . The development of the incremental value of the benefi t from
the description of the benefi t reduces the- vagueness (and unreliability) of
what otherwise may be unanchored abstractness .

This theme will be repeated when we examine distortions of values and i nconsis-
tencies in judgments among values .

DISTORTION S IN PERCEPTION OF VAL UES

The decisions of the wholistic decision maker are subject to a variety of dis-
torting infl uences . Recent dramatic occasions may unduly sens itize him to a
given system vari able so that any decision in which that vari able appears may
become domi nated by the rementrance of the dramatic occasion . This distortion
may extend to an entire class of decision contexts so that he is predisposed
to an Accept (or Reject) decision for any proposal which contains the key
word or concept.

Another liability Is the halo effect. This is the impression that if an enti ty
has shown s ome one highly desirable attribute , all the rest of its attributes
will also be desirable. Or, conversely, if the entity has exhibited some
undesirable traits , its other attributes may be percei ved as undesirable.
This atmosphere effect can pervade the entire context of a decision problem
and predispose the decision maker to overall attractiveness or unattractiveness
of the proposal even before a proper examination has been made of it.

Decomposition techniques tend to offset thes e tendencies in two major ways .
One is by forcing the decision maker to examine and evaluate each benefit or
liability apart from the evaluation of other benefits so that the dominance
of an atmosphere effect is at least diluted. Each attribute has a value
dimension in its own light and according to the evi dence for its magnitude of
change. The second advantage is that by examining and evaluating attributes
one at a time, the decision maker is not so overl oaded that he cannot also
attend to the data summaries that provide substantive evidence of the indivi-
dual benefit. To the extent that each attribute for each projected outcome can
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vary independent of the influence of other benefi ts, the overall variations
between projected outcomes of decisions become larger. This is certainly
desi rable from the standpoint of emphasizing the difference in overall worth
between one outcome and ano ther , and thus giving appropriate confidence to
the choi ce of a given al ternative .

INCONSISTENCY OF EVALUATIONS

There are many ways in wh i ch the decision maker can be inconsistent wi thout
its being detected in wholistic decision s. Baumol (1965) i denti fies a number
of assumptions about the “rational ” decision maker that may readily be vi olated .
Thus : transitivity --if an individua l is indifferent to prizes X and Y , and
he is i ndi fferent to V and Z, he should be indifferent to X and Z. Continuity
of preference--if he prefer X to V and Y to Z, he should prefer X to Z.
Independence--if the individua l is indifferent to getting some incremental
benefi t X or Y , he should be indifferent to outcomes that give him either
an X or a V. Desire for high probability of success--gi ven lotteries wi th
equal pri zes, the indivi dual will prefer that with the highest probability
of winning .

Decomposi ti on methods more or less force consistency on the decision maker
by requi ring him to sequence choices and preferences in an order that either
prevents i nconsistencies from occurring , or makes them manifes t when they do.
Note the style in the procedures which require the scal i ng of utilities and
of relative importances for each benefit and liability . Common reference
bases , either using a continuous base variable such as dollars , or an arbi-
trary scale such as system utility , enable assessor to apply a consistent
poi nt of view to di verse decision attributes .

WARN ING

It is i ndeed quite possible for benefi ts to be ranked in the order of X , Y and
Z in one context and legitimately ranked in Z, X and V in ano ther con tex t.
Because of this possibility , it is desirable to have the contextua l facts
about the benefi t available for inspection along wi th the mere naming and
quantification of the benefit. This context is given by the range of applica-
bility of the innovation .

Another basis for inconsistency can be a shifting picture of what variables
and functions t~ave higher and lc~er priority for improvements in the training!
operational system for which innovations ~re to be considered . To the extent
that these pri orities are consistent and firmly established , judgments that
reference them will be consistent.

But because the prioritizing of benefi t variables for relative importance
may be difficult--because it deals wi th abstractions--judgments about relative
importance In ETAM procedures compare one level or incremental magnitude of
benefi t vari able X wi th another incremental magnitude of variable X (in
scaling the relative utility of di fferent values of benefi t vari able x) or
wi th vari able V the relative importance in utility of the benefit--as a level
on the benefi t variable--wi thin the same outcome package. This Is like the
difference between determining whether flour is mo re impor tant than sugar , and
asking : “Is getting three pounds of flour right n~~ more importan t than
getting four pounds of sugar?” The latter Is likely to be a more meaningful
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and answerable questi on because it references concrete contexts.

Another basis for inconsistency can be a shifting pi cture of what variab les
and functions have higher and lower priori ty for improvements in the training!
operational system for wh i ch innovations are to be considered. To the extent
that these pri orities are consistent wi th each other and firmly established ,
judgments that reference them can be cons i s tent .

But even under such conditions, the weighting of variables as such is diffi cult
to do. One might ask: in the kitchen preparation of food, whi ch is consistently
more “important” , flour or su gar? It would be eas i er for the cook In the
kitchen to answer the following question : On the basis of your present supply
of sugar and flour , and the meals you plan for the next few days, which would
be more Important right now, an additional two pounds of flour or an additional
three pounds of sugar?” It is this latter format that is used in the scaling
procedures we recommend for ETAM .

Still another basis for inconsistency in global judgments is that in the case
of some attributes , the present or reference state may be at the very high end
of the range or at the very low end of the range. In such cases, a gi ven
increment of change may have much greater signifi cance than the same increment
of change from a middle level present condition . In the decomposition treat-
ment, the utility value of incremental change on each attribute is determined
before it is aggreqated wi th other utilities . See Steos 5—6 . and 7—8 in the
procedures , Section II , Figure 11-3 of this report.

UNRELIABILITY IN THE EVALUATION OF QUAL ITATIVE ATTRIBUTE S

The subjective translation of some incremental change in a qualitative attribute
i nto an expression of desirability (utility ) is notoriously vague and hence
un reliable. The un reliability stems from two major factors. One is an unclear
operational reference for the qualitative attribute; the other is an unclear
or shifting value reference from wh i ch to select a measure of desirability .
In wholisti c thinking this difficulty is compounded when the qualitative
attribute (for example , level of “professionalism ” amon g ins truc tors ) i s one
among a number of other benefi t attributes promised by an innovati on.

In ETAM procedures vagueness in the operational reference is reduced by
requiring the assessor or decision -making surrogate to specify at least a
sampling of the kinds of observable operation denoted by the name of the
attribute and appl i cable to the innovation . Thus , a reference l i s t of
operati ons assoc iated w ith “ i ns truc tor profess ional i sm ” might incl ude : spends
extra time In studying the material to be taught; goes into the field to get
realisti c examples ; adapts Instruction content to needs and capabilities of
In divi dual students--and so forth. The incremental change promised by the
innovati on on this attribute in one projected outcome may have been s ummarized
by the scalar statement : “moderate increase in instructor professionalism.”
The incremental change projected on this attribute in another projected outcome
mi ght be “smal l but noticeable decrease in instructor professionalism.”

The second factor in the unreliability of wholistic judgments Is in a scalar
reference for converting several incremental magnitudes of the attribute into
di fferences in a scale of desirability . In this case, how much is It worth
to gain the moderate increase in instructor professionalism as contrasted with
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the worth of avoiding a small but noticeable decrease in instructor motivation .
Let’s assume that these two outcomes are the best and the worst among the set
of outcomes projected for the decision alternatives and action pathways. The
princi ple of tradeoffs can be applied for determining relative worth .

The procedure for making this translation should be the simplest possible
because it is difficult for the assessor to hold both contexts in mi nd while
engaged in the judgmental process. The rating or vari able interval demands
of the lottery method would not be indicated . The l ottery method requires
the judge to i dentify the odds placed on each item wh i ch he would accept in a
bet. The ratio of the odds is the ratio of value between item 1 and i tem 2.
The latter method does require the person to exami ne his preferences in a way
not requi red by the rating method.

The judge will also be hel ped by referring the incremental change represented
by each benefit to the range limi ts on the benefi t vari able: the Least Toler-
able level at one end and the Practica l Ideal at the other.

CONF USING THE GOODNESS OF A BENEFIT W ITH ITS PROBABILITY OF HAPPENIN G

The classical example of this confusion is expressed by the fox who, sizing
up the improbability of his leaping high enough to get the grapes, concl uded
that they were sour anyway . This tendency for a subjective estimate of a
probability to infl uence the estimate of worth of some goal or objective can
distort the rational evaluation of decision outcomes , and thereby impair the
quality of the decision .

When the scaling of the utility or desirability of a projected outcome is
separated from the process of determining the subjective probability of
achieving the outcome , this tendency to confuse one with the other is reduced .
This separation of utility scaling and probability estimation is maintained in
the ETAM procedures: in Figure 11-3 Steps 1 through 9 deal exclusively with
the determination of utilities and their summation into utility values for
projected outcomes. Probability estimates are developed in different contexts
in ETAM Tasks, 3, 4 and 6 and are combined with outcome utilities in Step 10.

The overall worth or expected utility for a gi ven outcome is its subjectively
e!timated probability multipled by the estimated utility of the outcome-—where
utility is a scale of something desired: equivalent dollars , satisfaction ,
system goodness. By keeping the utility and probability factors separate,
it is possible to make changes in one of these factors, hold the other constant,
and compute the changes in the expected utility of the respective decision
alternatives . If probability estimates are changed , it is possible to determine
how sensitive the outcomes (and the attractiveness of given alternatives
leading to those outcomes) are to probability estimates . Conversely, chan ges
may be introduced Into one or more of the benefi t attribute levels, and be
transla ted into corresponding utility values . The overall worth of the pro-
jected outcomes is recomputed , and the sensi tivity of the decision to any
given benefi t attribute is determi ned . As a consequence , the directions are
specified for the most fruitfu l further inquiry preceding a final choice of
alternatives .

These kinds of manipulation wi th the information comprising the information
content of a decision are vi rtually impossible wi th an exclusively wholisti c
treatment .
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A warning may be in order wi th respect to the separation of the utility of an
outcome and the estimated probability of achieving the outcome. The lottery
process of scaling the values of incremental magnitudes of a benefi t attribute
may conceivably lead to the subject’s confusion of the probabilities used for
scal i ng utiliti es wi th the probabilities used for assessing the expected utility
of alternatives . It may therefore be important that training sessions correctly
ori ent the person on the di fference in contexts.

LACK OF JUDGMENTAL VARIATION IN PREDICTIN G VAROUS OUTCOMES

Wholistic judgments in assessing multiple-attribute outcomes projected from
decision alternatives may tend to fall consistently into the middle ranges of
goodness. It is like a number of colors superimposed that produce various kinds
of gray. The potentially real differences between outcomes may be conceptually
blurred so that overal l judgments are regressive towards neutrality such as
“outcome A looks moderately good and outcome B wh i ch admi ttedly differs from A
looks moderately good, too. ” This generalization will have its exceptions.

The decomposition method and scaling techniques elicit informa fl from the
decision maker which tend to help the perception of real diffe~..~icas in worth
among various outcomes if the analytic judgments of the decision maker warrant
this emphasis. By scaling each benefi t attribute and its projected increment
of change into a utility index that has a zero reference (“the least acceptable
level of the attribute ”), there is reasonable justi fi cation for adding or
subtracting the several utilities in a multi-attribute outcome. (It is
“reasona bl e” if the linearity assumption is reasonable here.) Thus, the value
of incremental changes are added into a single dimens ional yardstick. At l east
in theory, thi s cumula ti ve ex p ress i on of merit on a s i ngle scale should enhance
whatever judgmental differences exist between the overall goodness of outcome A
contrasted with outcome B.

The foregoing argument does have some holes in it. The knowledgeable and
sensitive decision maker may be able to distinguigh major differences in the
implications of overall patterns of change introduced i nto a system as
contrasted wi th another pattern of change . But analyti c techniques on the
respective components of each pattern may fai l to show any important differences
among them. For example , on a feature-by-feature examination , two faces may
appear to be quite similar to each other , but seeing the entire faces as
patterns makes them extremely easy to differentiate . This analogy suggests ,
however , that a combination of both methods would be desi rable for the enhance-
ment of the perception and recall of differences , as well as for the recall of
similarities between the faces.

Decision making Is simplified and achieved wi th greater confidence when the
alternatives lead to large differences In the utility of different outcomes.
Any leg itimate basis for enhancing the differences among projected outcomes
is therefore an aid to the reliability and probably to the validity of the
decision process. (What Is similar or coninon to all outcomes of all alternatives
should cancel out of the problem and not clutter It further.) The foregoing
arguments suggest that a combination of the wholistic and the decomposition
methods may be desirable for the emphasis of legitimate differences among
projected outcomes. The analytic process should sharpen the perception of the
contribution of component outcome attributes singly and laid end-to—end. The
wholisti c exami nation of the patte rn of attribute change projected for a given
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outcome may lead to the perception of an important balance of factors.

This last comment suggests that in some problems and the operational contexts
which they reference, variables are not independent of each other. This is a
serious topic in its own right , and is treated next.

PERCEPTION OF INTERACTIONS AMONG ATTRIBUTE VARIABLES IN THE SYSTEM

In genera l , the simplicity and practicality of utility scaling assumes that
incrementa l changes in one benefit have increases in goodness that are indepen-
dent of the incremental changes in other benefits. This assumption is important
if units of goodness derived from incremental change on one attribute are to
be added to units of goodness of incrementa l change derived from another
variable. It is the challenge to this assumption of independence of attributes
that is perhaps the major objection of the wholistic and intuitive decision
maker to analytic techniques. Most of us believe that we respond to configu-
ration of data rather tiian to a set of data i tems.

Unfortunatel y the evidence ~or the value of configural judgments among variables
in decision making by humans is poor. Goldberg (1968) cites the results of
studies where the human subject believed he was using interactive relationships
for problem assessment. But the results of the subjects were no better than
could be accounted for by additive (analytic) models that assumed independence
of the attri rutes. Since studies of this kind are limited to available samples
of persons and problem situations , the reader might choose to hold out for more
extensive kinds of evidence before abandoning his belief that he responds to
the more or less unique pattern of attributes and attribute values in assessing
an outcome. The researchers do not assert that humans don ’t make configural
judgments , but only that they don ’t have other results than are obta i ned by
simpler additive models.

We recommend playing it safe. Notice that in the procedures of Section II ,
Figure 11-3 , Steps 5-6 and 7-8, the analytic method is used . But also notice
that Step 9 calls for consistency checks that include globa l judgments about the -
relative goodness of the combination or pattern of benefit attributes and their
incremental change levels between one projected outcome and other projected
outcomes. This is essentially a wholistic operation . Step 9 calls for recycl-
ing of the analytic and wholistic operations if they have conflicting results
with respect to the evaluation of the different projected outcomes.

The value of the interactive computer in these operations is in enabling the
user quickly to compute a set of results , and where two sets of results do not
match , quickly to identify where in the procedural trail the mismatch was
generated . With a computer , it is simple to make tentative or trial changes
and recalculate results before making commitments . The labor in equivalent
manual operations would make these kinds of convergent adjustments impractical .

L IMITAT IONS FROM BEI NG RESTR ICTED TO ONE POINT OF VIEW
The complexity of who listic decision making generally tends to limi t who will
or can undertake to do it. If more than one individual makes assessments of the
same problem and they come to radica lly different evaluations of projected
outcomes from decision alternatives , there is little basis for their converging
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towards agreements if they all need who listic approaches.

Goldberg (1968) and Chapman and Chapman (1967) cite data showing the power
of pre-established biases and pre-judgments on the assessment of evidence
and conclusions drawn from the evidence as they would apply to clinical
decisions. At least tentatively, such findings may be extrapolated to other
classes of decisions.

Some studies , such as dealing with weather predictions , have shown that  where
procedures foster their working together , multiple heads can often be better
than one in assessment and interpretations leading to decisions. (Murphy and
Winkler , 1973.) Whereas some studies show the maximum increase in goodness of
prediction comes from two rather than one person , with rapidly diminishing
returns from adding more people , other studies imply that the goodness of
consensus increased appreciable up to eight participants . Probably the greater
the expertise of each participant , the fewer participants leading to markedly
diminished returns.

Many more opportunities exist for constructive interaction among several partici-
pants in all stages of the assessment process in the decomposed than the wholistic
method . Furthermore , if an specific disagreement is reconciled when the decom-
posed method is used , the change is easily entered and the calculations readily
recomputed . -

Two or more assessors may combine their efforts both in the determining of the
utilities which combine to establish the value of given projected action out-
comes , and in the estimation of the subjective probabilities of their occurrence.
The participants may begin by working independently through the procedura l
Steps 4 through 9 before comparing their final conclusions and the data developed
in each component step and substep in the analytic procedures. If they begin
by working i ndependently, their starting differences may be one diagnostic sign
of the uncertainties in the problem and the data generated in the problem. For
some purposes, it would therefore be desirable to maintain a historical record
of the individual efforts, and the rationales that are used for convergence
when consensus is reached , or for divergence if consensus is not reached . This
record could influence the decision maker ’s subjective certainties about the
validity and precision of the assessments presented to him.

It would appear highly probable , therefore that there would be a greater tendency
for assessors to agree in their final judgment if they all had equal access to
the same specific , concrete facts throughout the evaluation .

Stael von Holstein (1974) has developed and formalized procedures for obtaining
probability estimates and distributions from groups . The procedures include
operations for achieving consensus.

BIA S TOWARD S PESSIMI SM OR OPT IMISM

Our subjective experiences with our associates lead us to characterize some
of them as optimistic, others as pessimistic. In some cases, one or the other
attitude appears to dominate the individual ’ s assessments , decisions and
interpretations of his experiences. The attitude may be limi ted to the role
an individual may be playing at a given time , or It may be a cross-sectional
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personality characteristic. In the absence of other information , we sho ul d
perhaps assume that levels of optimism-pessimism are distributed normally in
the population .

The effects of a consistent optimism-pessimism bias can be pervasive and
highly i nfl uential in assessments and decisions . Like other forms of bias ,
its infl uence is exerted primari ly where there is uncertainty and ambiguity
in a problem situation . Tiere is always uncertainty and ambiguity in assessing
and deciding about innovations . An optimism-pessimism bias can be compounded
if the assessor who interprets and casts up the results , and the decision maker
who interprets the presentation , both have a bias in the same direction . At
least the assessment process should be neutral as possible.

Optimism -pessimism bias can show Itself in many ways . A pessimist can set
the mean val ue of a projected benefi t from an innovation too low. This is
possible because the projection is inevitably based on sample data from sample
condi tions that must be extrapolated to real life condi tions . The pessimist
can skew his confidence range wi thin which the mean value of the benefi t is
expected to fal l in that he projects a larger reduction of the benefit to
happen under “adverse condi tions ” than he proj ects an increase in the benefi t
under conditi on s “highly favorable ” for the benefit. The pessimist can put
greater wei ghts on liabilities (negative benefi ts) than on positive benefi ts
in terms of thei r magnitudes , ranges of effect , and their utility or negative
worth , and on their probability of occurring (Slovi c, 1966).

The optimisitically biased assesssor will tend to make evaluations that have a
pattern wh i ch is the reverse of that described for the pessimist.

The decision maker expresses optimistic -pessimistic bias in the form of being
risk-accepting, in wh ich case he follows a policy of maximizing his potential
gains , or of being risk-averse , in which case his policy is that of minimizing
his potential losses .

One way to reduce unwanted bias is to get consensus where the judgments of
indi viduals wi th bias in one direction are probably offset by those wi th an
opposi te bias . One can only hope that this correction will happen wi th
the sample chosen.

The effect may be reduced by simplifying the assessment and decision-making
pro cedures , and keeping judgments as close to reference facts as possible all
alon g the line. This argues for analytic and reductionist procedures, and
quite definitely against wholistic procedures wh i ch heavily depend on “intui tive”
global evaluations where systematic bias can most readily operate.

A second method of coping wi th optimistic -pessimistic bias could consist of an
independent measure of this tendency, such as by self—assessment on this trait,
or assessment by others, or by responses to a special ly desi gned and validated
test questi onnaire . Where a pervasive bias is determined, and it can be
measured , the results of judgments in the assessment-decision context can have
“correc ti on factors ” appl ied to them. The use or development of specialized
tests is , however, outside the scope of this investigation .

‘ 
Hurwi cz has investigated this topic and developed an optimism—pessimi sm “ i ndex ”
that can be applied to projected outcomes in decision situations. The method
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is criticized by Fishburn (1966). Further method ological inquiry seems
indicated .

In any event , the assessment of information content that enters into what is
presented to the decision maker should be as neutral as possible with respect
to optimism—pessimism bias. If such a bias is to be applied , it should
clearly be the prerogative of the decision maker himself to exercise it in
the selection of an alternative course of action.

MISPERCEPTIO N OF THE TIME HORIZON OF THE PROBLEM

The development , testing and introduction of many innovations may take months
and years. The operational realization of benefits may begin small , increase
to some maximum and then decline. So the assessor and decision maker must
depend on some combination of facts and intuition as to the worth of the
projected benefit over a time span that is perhaps equivalent to the amorti-
zation of the capital investment on one hand , and on the other hand to the
projected needs of the training and operational systems.

The time scale that applies to the decision should also take into account the
progressive changes in present conditions if the benefits of the innovation
are not introduced.

Adding the time dimension to the many other dimensi ons of the assessment-decision
task puts another burden on thought and judgment. This burden may be sub-
stantially reduced by the analytic examination of each benefit variable apart
from the others in determining both the projected level of the variable without
the i nnovation and the projected level with the benefit across the time span
being considered .

By taking each benefit or liability into account separately and evaluating its
specific contribution to system goals , different time horizons can be appro-
priately applied .

- ‘ DETERMINING RELATIVE IMPORTANCES OF BENEFITS /LIABILITIES FOR A SINGLE FIGURE
OF MER IT

It is in this step--where several benefits , some of which may be negative , are
given different weights and combined into a single figure of merit for an
outcome--that all improper assumptions and procedural difficulties become
magnified . All scaling issues come to the big crunch in this step. If a
weighted magnitude on variable X is to be added to a weighted magnit ude in
variable Y and be translated into some continuum variable such as general
worth , consistent biases in calculating the weights or in scaling the variables
will summate Into heavily biased totals. If the reference continuum is
inappropriate to the requirements of the decision context, the outcomes
presented may be i rrelevant to the decision that ought to be made. If the
interpretation of the scale values , such as equivalent dollar utility , or
satisfaction , or system goodness utility , assumes a zero point which does not
exist as a reference, or which is misplaced , the presentation of the various
outcomes to decision alternatives will be misleadi ng . Where ther are many
perils , wholistic common sense should certainly interact with analytic
techniques in producing the final judgment.
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Because of its complexity , it is this operation which is most likely
to overload the decision maker if there are more than two benefit vari ables .
And human processing liabilities in overl oading will occur : preferential
bias for a gi ven vari able, halo effec t, randomness in referencing, selective
sampling of relevant information contained in the problem , primacy and
recency of what was considered , and so on. Thus it is in this step that
explici t decomposition procedures can be of greatest help to the decision

• maker.

There are several kinds of relative importance that apply.

a. The relative importance of different Incremental magni tudes of the
the same benefi t vari able for different projected outcomes.

b. The relative importance of each of the different benefi ts associ ated
wi th any one outcome .

c. The relative importance of outcomes to each other.

The determination of relative importance of benefits and the determinati on
of utilities for individual and combined benefits is an interactive procedure.
In principle , the assessor who has examined the operational signifi cance of
the various benefits and liabilities for each projected outcome makes an
intuiti ve conversion of each benefi t or liability into some common utility
(dollars , system goodness , satisfactoriness, or whatever). He then selects
the “most important” benefi t according to this intuit i ve assessment. There
is also a practical cri terion for this selection . The incremental range of
the “domi nant” benefi t when trans ’ated into a utility scale (formally or
intuiti vely) should be greater than the incremental range of any of the other
benefi ts. That is, its range should entrace the utility ranges of the other
benefit vari ables In the “benefi t package. ”

Ideally, the range of this reference benefit vari able should be somewhat larger
than sufficient to encompass the ranges of the incremental changes in the other
benefi t vari ab les across all projected outcomes . If the ranqe of the reference
or domi nant benefi t variable across the values it assumes in the variou s
projected outcomes is very much larger than the next most important vari able
(say , more than two or three times ) then it may cease to be a reliable guide
against wh i ch to scale the other benefits . Within limi ts, the more similar
the magnitudes to be compared wi th each other, the more r€’iable the comparisons,
and the greater the dispersions of the resulting judgments. For example ,
objects that differ from each other by few square inches are more readi ly
scaled in terms of the i r  proporti onal differences when a foot square Is used
as reference than when a yard square reference is used.

Other things equal , the more tangible the reference vari able against which to
weight the Importance of the other benefits (as vari ables and as incremental
magnitudes ) the easier and more reliable the judg ments should be. It Is perhaps
this tangibility factor that might tend to favor a costable vari able-—such as
dollars--as a primary reference vari able. Furthermore , in the decision contexts
we are talking about here , it Is somewhat more likely that there is a straight
line relationship between dollars and utility for dollars wi thin the ranges
likely to be infl uenced ~~ a given innovation. This could, however, be a
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dangerous ass umption to make , and it should be accepted very tentatively.

In s ummary, the following are the major alternatives in procedure for
determining the relative importance of multiple benefi ts and multiple outcomes .

a. Develop the intuitive expressicn of a wholistic image of
worth for each whole outcome in some symbolic terms that
may be quantitative or qualitative .

b. Use a domi nant costable benefi t vari able as a reference against
which to weigh t other benefi ts at each outcome, and as a metric
into which to convert those weights and benefi ts as a fi gure of
merit for that outcome and other outcome s .

c. Use some other continuous benefi t variable that is dominant as
a refe rence for developing weights and conversion of individual
benefi t magnitudes i nto a comon utility scale such as “satis—
factori ness.”

d. Use a “sys tem goodness utility” reference for developing weights
of individual benefi ts and for converting into a common utility
scale. 

-

The advantages and liabilities of the wholistic treatment have been discussed.

The selection of a cos table variable slants the enti re eval uati on of outcomes
towards a monetary reference wi th a consequent risk 0f slighti ng the values
of operational system goodness . Nevertheless , thi s can be for many dec i s ion
makers and decision contexts a meaningful orientation for utility . One
justi fication Is that many decision makers have traditionall y used this
reference , and are experienced in thinking wi th it. If the decision Is
important both in terms of fi nancial commi tment and in terms of changing
mission objectives , two independent but parallel eval uati ons would seem
justified: one wi th a dollar utility reference, the other wi th a system
utility reference. If the results developed from each of the two scal i ng
references can not readi ly be converged , it should be clear that policy
reconciliations are necessary to clarify the organization ’s sc heme of wor th
that rel ates dollar utilities to system utiliti es. Schlaifer (1967, 2-13 to
2-22), argues cogently for the conver:ion of nonmonetary consequenes to
mone tary criteri a in bus iness situations .

A continuous benefi t or liability vari able that Is dominant in the analytic
eva luation of the i nnova ti on may be use d as an al terna ti ve ei th er to a
dollar cost or system goodness reference for devel oping relative wei ghts .
Thus , one would expect that an Innovati on directed primarily at increasing
“ i ns truc tor com petence ” wou ld have this as its dominant variable. (Recall
that the assessor will have provided samp les of operational meaning for this
abstract variable.) The contributions to each projected outcome by other
variables (such as for example “student interest in the subject matter ”) can
be weighted against the non-costable variable for relative importance. Such
a non-costable vari able , other than system goodness, may be useful for an
organization which provIdes ancillary services to the overall training and
operational sys tem , where It would be difficult to app ly the system goodness
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reference in a meaningful way . The utility reference for the non-costable
dominate variable might , in this example , be “satisfactoriness l evel in student-
instructor effectiveness.”

The system goodness reference would seem ideal , but like many ideals , it may
often be impractical either because of its vagueness to many decision -ma king
entities , or because the projected effects of the innovation have important
local appl i cabili ty that is not of sufficient scope to apply to the system
goodness range. It would certainly be desir able to develop some emp irical
information about the practical usefulness of the concept of system goodness
as a reference utility measure for decisions about innovations that had targets
other than displaceable costs.

Eckenrode (1965) has experimentally evaluated a number of commonly used pro-
cedures for weighting multiple criteria. These procedures consisted of ranking,
rating, partial paired comparisons , complete paired comparisons and
successive comparisons. Most of the intercorrelations among the procedures
were extremely high: in the middle and hi gh nineties . But the rating and
ranking methods required only a half to one-sixth the time to perform as the
other procedures , and were preferred by the subjects. Rating was accomplished
by having the subject draw a line on a value scale ranging from zero to ten ,
to any point appropriat e for the variable under consideration. We have
recommended the rating method with appropriate checks for consistency , as the
primary basis for judging the relative weights of benefits at each projected
outcome . Huber (1974) also favors this method as being easy for his clients
to use.

Some researchers and practitioners have used a lottery method for scaling
relative importance of differenct values of the same variable or of given
values of different variables. In principl e , the judge is presented with
different hypothetical probabilities (P) of getting benefit X and 1-P of
getting benefi t V (or avoiding negative benefit Z) until acceptabl e odds
are presented . If he would take a gamble on an 80% probability of getting X
and a 20% probability of getting Y , the importance of X is four times the
importance of V.

An alternative format for the lottery method is to get the judge to select
odds that he would accept for getting X as contrasted with getting V. For
example , the judge might accept odds of three to two in favor of getting X.
This gamble would be translated as a value of 3/5 for X and 2/5 for Y. This
format seems more difficult for many judges because it requires more mental
processing. One should be reminded that the greater the mental difficulty
in performing a procedural operation , the less reliable its outcome may be
(other things equal) and the greater the chances that the judge loses sight
of the task he is really tryi ng to get done in the mechanics of procedura l
complexities.

The lottery method for establishing relative importance among elements
serves only to elicit judgments of relative weights and preferences.
The operation has nothing to do with the determination of subjective
probabilities of outcomes. The psychological value of the method seems to lie
in its forci ng the judge to think seriously about the relative significance
to him (or to whatever reference he is using) of getting X versus not getting Y,
and of quantify i ng this significance. The selection of ratings and rankings
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by the lottery method seems to invite more serious reflection about the
judgments he is making. We have not found any research which correlates
behavioral data obtained by this method with the other psychophysi cal
p roce dures .

To the reader who has not experienced these several methods for weighting
multiple attributes and attribute values , the foregoing procedures may seem
complicated and time-consuming. In fact, however, they are not. Even a
fi ve or six attribute problem having four alternative outcomes to evaluate
may be put through any two of these procedures in 10 or 15 minutes (or less),
assuming of course that the judge does have well in mi nd the subjective impor-
tance of the various bei;efits and iF~Tmeanings of these benefi ts in an
operational sense. These time periods are our own estimates based on some
informal paper and pencil exercises .

A utility and decision-making support system should therefore enable an
assessor to choose from among several scaling formats those wi th which he
feels most comfortable (Huber, 1974). Perhaps he should be encouraged to
apply more than one procedure for the same data in order to determine the
consistency of his expression of judgments . The simplest procedures seem to
be interactive graphics that would enable the judge to represent single
dimension relationships by respective line lengths which he mi ght draw or
select on a screen. Two dimensionsal relationships , such as (a) the utility
function between the incremental magnitudes of a variable on an abscissa and
(b) utilities on the ordinate , mi ght also be drawn on the screen. But such
actions by the judge should be accompanied by suitable interrogations and
cross-checks imposed by the information system.

A suitably programmed interactive system could find its most useful purpose in
training the assessor and decision maker in the formulation and expression of
the problem to be solved , and in useful ways to think about it while scaling
the data into judgments of relative importance , formulating a single figure
of merit for projected outcomes, and comparing outcomes . The training should
be what Huber (1974) calls “client-centered: , that is , it should be directed
towards the task of the decision team , and not to the mathematical logic
underlying the techniques .

Such training should warn of pitfalls such as being preoccupied wi th method
rather than the objectives of the procedure , and the importance of cross-
checking complex judgments by using alternative procedures for processing
the same data. One alternative should always be a common sense examination —

at the wholistic level .

The most Important single warning that can be made about all of these formal
decision and utility procedures Is that , in common wi th other techniques , the
user may become lulled Into believing that there is magic in them, and thus
become an unthinking slave to them. This liability may apply especially to
the user of material generated by these procedures : not only may he cease to
credit his comon sense and intuitions wi th any great value , but actually stop
using them altogether. All of us have seen examples where the format tyrannized
the operation .

This danger will be compounded by computer processing. To many people,
including those that consider themselves enlightened , a computer output has an
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atmosphere of inherent rightness and authori ty. This atmosphere is even
stronger than that of the printed page or TV screen.

It would be wise , as well as ethical , for the traini ng and procedural programs
that are used in any aspect of utility and decision procedures to embody both
the spiri t and practice of these warnings .

THE ASSESSMENT OF PROBABILITIES

The preceding rationales were based on our recommended ETAM procedures which
separate the descriptions of projected benefits for various outcomes from the
estimation of the probabilities that a given outcome will happen , gi ven the
choice of a decision alternative . Practically every wri ter in utility -
decision theory points out the logical dangers of mixing up estimates of
probability of outcomes with the goodness or utility of the outcome duri ng
the process of eva l uating either probability or utili ty . Slovic (1966)
summarizes ways in wh i ch probability and va l ue interact for some people.

To repeat, the previous sections have dealt only wi th utility scaling of
outcomes which permi tted the form of analysis applied to so-called “riskless
decision .” Thus , our procedure separates utility assessment from probability
assessment. In ETAM procedures Task 3 and Task 4, operations are performed
that lead to the assignment of probabilities for the several projected outcomes
in a decision tree. It is in the context of judgments made in that task that
the following brief remarks will be made . The literature on assessing
probabilities , by the way , is far ri cher and more prescriptive than the
literature on multi -attribute scaling in practical situations. Spetzler and
Stael von Holstein (1972) at Stanford Research Institute have developed
computer programs for conversational development of probability assessments.
A comprehensive paper by these two researchers descri bes types of biases in
probability encoding. The following is a summary of what they identi fy as
sources of judgmental bias. A bias is defined by them as “conscious or
unsconscious discrepancies between the subject ’s responses and an accura te
description of his underlying knowledge .” The forms of bias are :

Displacement bias: “a shift of the whole distribution upward or downward
relative to the basic judgment.”

Variability bias: “a change in the shape of the distribution compared
wi th the undi~T~ing judgment--the distribution has less . . . spread
than is justified by the subject ’s actual state of information .”

Motivational bias: conscious or subconscious adjustments motivated by
“perceived system of rewards .”

Cognitive bias: systematic adjustments to the subject ’s responses
introducedTh

~
T the way “the subject is intellectually processing his

perceptions. ”

Spetzler and Stael von Holstein go on to describe basic modes of judgment,
and we continue to quote from them.

Availabilit y : “Probability assignments are based on information that
the subject recalls or visualizes .”
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Adjustment and anchori n9: “The most readily avai l able piece of information
often forms an initial basis for formulating responses; subsequent responses
then represent adjustments from this basis. ” Thus , recen t expe riences
may domi nate as a probability anchor .

Representativeness: “ . . . the probability of an event or a sample is
evaluated by the degree to which it is representative of, or similar to,
major characteristics of the process or population from which it originated .”
Thus , people may erroneously assign the same distribution range to a set
of averages that they assign to the distribution of events wi thin a
single average.

Unstated assumptions: frequently the subject ’s estimates at the start
are based on limi ted samples in his own experience , and as he is guided
to reflect further on facts and processes, he takes more informa tion
into account and may revise his probability picture .

Coherence: “Peopl e sometimes assign probabilities to an event based
on the ease wi th which they can fabricate a plausible scenario that
would lead to the occurrence of the event. ” The judged probability
therefore depends on whether the subject can or cannot think of a
3cenario leading to the event. “The credibility of a scenario to a
subject seems to depend more on the coherence wi th wh i ch its author
has spun the tale than on its intrinsically ‘logical ’ probability of
occurrence .”

In the same paper , Spetzler and Stael von Holstein describe methodologies for
coping, at least in part, wi th bi as tendencies and basic modes of judgment.
A paper by Stael von Holstein (1974) describes procedures for encoding
probability distributions from groups . Other useful references on mul tiple
attribute probability assessments are Huber (1974), Fischer (1974), Schlaifer
(1967) von Winterfeldt and Fischer (1973), and Ka hneman an d Tversk y (1973) .

Where objective probabilities can be compared wi th subjective estimates of
probability , the most common finding in the literature is that naive subjects
tend to overestimate the frequency of rare (improbable) events and under-
estimate the frequency of extremely frequent events . The combination of these
error tendencies results in an unduly restricted range of variation in
probability estimates . Edwards , who has extensively investigated this pheno-
menon , and other researchers point out that many persons can be rather quickly
trained to get outside this restricted range. The training consists of exposure
to the equivalent of empirical data tables that relate a pattern of outcomes
to empirical ly (or logically) derived probabilities . Schum (1970) quotes
Edwards at proposing that, because the human is not a very good numerical
calculator , a computer should cal culate probabilities if frequency distributions
of various classes of event are actually known . But because the introduction
of an innovation generates a relati vely unique pattern of events, historical
records uninterpreted by humans would have littl e direct applicability for
determining prior probabilities . Edwards ’ reco mmenda ti on is there fo re li mited
to computational and aggregatlonal operations on subjectively developed
probability estimates .
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In real life , a major difficulty in improving one ’s ability to estimate proba-
bilities in a given context is the long time between making the estimate and
getting feedback about the outcome that really happened . Goldberg (1968) cites
the results of studies on feedback of this kind in diagnostic situations : he
interpreted the small amount of improvement in estimating to the extended delays .
We have the same problem in assessing innovations .

Huber (1974) proposes three ways of increasing the accuracy of subjective judg-
ments of probabilities . One is to train the subjects, such as by tutoring in
statistics , discussion about potential biases and , where possible , giving feed-
back about accuracy of the judgments. A second approach is to aggregate esti-
mates from several estimators , in conditions where they are independent of each
other and also in conditions where they discuss the issues . In aggregating
estimates , little seems to be gained from wei ghting procedures , according to
Huber. The third approach is procedural. It consists primarily in consistency
checking of an estimate either by conversation with the “consultant” as done
by Huber , or by alternative modes of eliciting the estimate such as proposed
by Spetzler and Stael von Holstein (1972).

In the ETAM context , a fourth recommendation may be offered. That is to give
the assessing group, who will be making estimates of probabilities of various
outcomes , comprehensive information about the variables and conditions that
influence outcomes in given directions. But note that this recommendation is
explicit in Task 3 in the ETAM procedures where experts estimate the size of
the major obstacles and/or facilitations to successful implementation of an in-
novation . This might be called the analytic phase of information gathering and
evaluating that should precede the estimate of probability of given projected
outcomes. The more clearly the assessor can visualize the pattern of events
associated with predictions , the more valid and reliable we should expect the
probability estimates to be. And the clearer the assessor ’s implicit picture
of chances for success or failure , the less likely will one procedure differ
from others in eliciting the overt estimate .

There are three commonly used procedures for obtaining probability estimates.
One is that of direct estimation such as: outcome A has a 70% chance of
occurring . A second method is that of estimating odds , such as by saying that
one would take a bet of 7 to 3 that A will happen . This kind of estimating
of probabilities can be difficult unless the estimator has extensive experience
with the technique . A third method is an estimate of chances on proportional
probabilities such as in saying that one would take chances of 7 out of 10
that event A will occur.

DIFFERENTIAL PROBABILITIES OF BENEFITS IN DIFFERENT OUTCOMES

The procedures described in Section II assume that each projected outcome has
a benefit package : if the outcome happens , the entire benefit package happens.
The probability is attached to the entire projected outcome.- Note that the
probabilities for a given outcome are determined from the assessment of
environmental infl uences with which the innovation is expected to cope. The

j estimates are developed in ETAM Task 3, 4 and 6.
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The assumption of equal probabil ity for all elements in a benefit package
may not be applicable. That is, the assessor may believe that individual
benefits w i thin one outcome could have differential probabilities of occurrence.
The ETAM decision tree procedures permit expansion from a single predicted
package of benefits to a variety of branches, each with a different package
of benefit probabilities. The branches from a given outcome node may consist
of multiple packages of varying estimated probability , where each package
contains a different assortment of subjective probabilities of being achieved
for eac h benef it . The branches of a dec i s ion tree can prol ifera te to any degree
of outcome specificity with respect to component probabilities. The prol ifera-
tion can add more information to the decision . The warning, however, Is that
if the assessor goes beyond a procedural level where he is able to contribute
information to the probl em, he will almost certainly be contributing noise
(random variance and unreliability or i rrelevance) to the picture.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND PREDICTED DISPERSIO NS ON AN ATTRIBUTE
The ETAM proce dures for ass ess ing innova tions , Tas k 5, cal l for the assessor
to make a best estimate of the magnitude of incremental change to be expected
of each benefit attribute if the innovation is adopted and implemented Into
the training/operational systems. The assessor is also asked to estimate the
incremental improvement in the benefit attribute if it is implemented and
accepted “under the most favorable conditions ” and the improvement level to be
achieved “under the least favorable conditions. ”

This range across the mean or median estimate (i.e., the most likely level of
the outcome) is the range from an optimistic estimate to a pessimistic estimate
of a benefit level . This range is assumed to be a segment of a beta distribu-
tion where: (see Battersby, pp. 170-175)

Standard deviation = (optimistic estimate minus pessimistic estimate)/6

In effect this implies that the optimistic to pessimistic limits define most
of the distribution of benefit levels that are reasonable to occur as an
outcome for a given path of action. It is not the purpose here to challenge
or justify the logical assumptions underlying the calculation of this distri-
bution . Rather, the concern here is wi th the psychological meaning and
justification of the optimistic and pessimistic boundary limi ts. The magni-
tude of this range will signify two confounded factors in the assessor’s
thinking . One is his perception and estimate of the random variability
In the operational world In which he Is projecting the effects of the innova-
tion. This projection will be based both on the data known to him about the
i nnova tion ’s effects in pilot tryouts and perhaps from less direct sources.
He will have examined also the influences arrayed for and against the success-
ful implementation of the innovation.

The second influence on the range between his optimistic and pessimisti r
estimates will be his own degree of uncertainty (or sense of- ignorance) about
the outcome even if the innovation is “ successfully ” imple mented in the
General sense. From the standpoint of making a decision , however , it makes
li ttle difference whether the range of variation comes from one or the other
source. In either or both cases , this range is an appropriate reference
from which to calculate the sensitivity of the total value of a projected
outcome to a given benefit. If the benefit is a dominant one among benefits
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(either positive or negative ) a large range of uncertainty about its incremental
va l ue lo gically introduces a higher level of risk into the decision . The
increased risk may be sufficient to decrease the attractiveness of an acceptance
decision to a point of rejection, or to a point that may justify the collection
of further data on this benefit vari able through en~irical or other investi gation .

The logical transformations of these estimates , as referenced to the “mos t
expected” or median increment of change on the benefi t variable, mi ght better use
an assumpti on of skewness in the distribution around the “best estimate.” It
seems reasona b le that in many cases , a pessimistic estimate would be further
from the “best estimate” than the optimistic estimate would be. Regression
to a state of “no change ” seems generally to have more factors working for it ,
than does an increase above some best expected change level . The realisti c
assessor may be aware of these dynami cs , and reflect this awareness in his
judgments .

Whether an assumption of skewness rather than of symmetry of pessimism and
optimi sm around the best estimate point would make any practical difference
in making decisions is moot. If this consideration is like many other attempts
at refinements in scaling and decision models , it will make little or no
practical difference .

It does seem reasonable to give the assessor a picture of how his judgments of
the range set by his optimisti c and pessimistic limits will be interpreted and
used by the internal program of the system. In effect, he should learn that
his “pessimistic point” means that he expected there are only 1½ chances in a
thousand that the benefi t val ue would go below this level If the action path
to this outcome were followed. Here also, some exposure to elementary statistics
would give the assessor a sense of the scale that will be used for interpreting
his actions. Another alternative is to choose different descriptions for
these points . Example: “What is the worst leve l of the benefit attribute
that could reasonably happen if the innovation were successfully impl emented
and accepted?”

We should not expect rel i able judgments--or very useful ones--if we present
the assessor wi th the problem of locating the l owest point on the benefit
continuum that he expects has about 1 chance in a thousand of being achieved .
This is the kind of judgment that humans do poorly, and inevi tably make
regressively. But interactive computer procedures can let the assessor make
a semi-qualitative judgment and then tel l him how that judgment will be

• Interpreted and applied quantitatively. He may then revise his qualitative
judgment in the ligh t of the “meaning ” that has been shown to him.

~OF4CLUSION

If the lay reader enters into utility and decision theory by first reading
theoretical papers by wr iters suc h as Fi sc her or Fl s hb urn , he may be over-
whelmed by the complexities of the subject matter and the array of alternati ve
“models” from which to choose. If, however, the reader fi rst enters the fiel d
by reading the reports by practitioners working wi th clients In the field
suc h as Sch la i fer and Huber , he becomes impressed wi th the sii~ l1ci ty and
di rectness of scaling procedures for probabilities and utilities . If he also

I
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reads the critiques of empi rical studies compari ng techniques for scaling ,
he finds that the simplest methods , based on the simplest assumptions , work
just about as well—-or equally as well--as the more sophisti cated methods and
cal culational models. Even when fundamental assumpti ons such as lineari ty and
independence of attributes are violated , there does not usually seem to be
great differences in practical results.

The interactive computer would facilitate the use of al ternative methods
on the same problem in order to determi ne consistency of judgments, and--
where differences appear--to help in reconciling them. The computer also
can make it easy to introduce changes , fi rm or tentati ve , and recalcula te the

- • results both proximal and remote in the entire decison problem. Finally,
-

J 
the capability of an adequately programmed computer that enables the user
to selectively retrieve operational facts and references that support his
generalized judgments , as well as the series of judgments he has al ready made,
should greatly increase the actual information that is used by the assessor
and decision maker in assessing and deciding. In this regard, both the computer
and scaling procedures, including decomposition techniques , are assets for
training and for exercising and supporting the informed human wi th a problem
to solve . Finall y, the computer can interject warnings about overzealous
acceptance of the outputs generated through it or by it.

This concl usion is especially applicable to assessments and decisions about
innovations in large systems such as personnel , training and operations where
the potential effects of change can have wi de ranging patterns of i nfl uence and
counter—influence . The structuring of assessment and decision processes is
a desirable product in itself. So is the capacity to comunicate explicit
actions about explicit information either objective or subjective. If a
methodology can help the human to formulate and objecti fy wha t often are va gue
value systems about the world in wh i ch he makes decisions , so much the better,
and especially if the methods are unobtrusive and reasonable to the user. We
have applied these cri teria in formulating the procedural recommendati ons in
Section II.

This section is best concl uded with quotations from two eminent researchers
with many years of study into behavioral and mathematical models in decision
making . Edwards (1975) terminates a report that summarizes a broad and in-
tensive study of behavioral decision making as follows :

An decision analysis , structuring the problem and processing
the information are of primary importance, while eliciting proba-
bilities and utilities are of secondary importance.. .Research on
the merits of information sources, on optimization of i nformation
p roce~slng , and on formulation of decision problems is more impo r-tant than work on precise elicitation and optimization procedures.”

This statement should also apply to applications , and su pports the procedural
care In ETAM I for the generating and analysis of benefit and cost attributes
an d values , as well as expected impediments and liabilities, that may apply to
any decision about any i nnovation. In a similar vein , von Wln terfeldt (1975)
is generally pessimistic about the refinements and complexiti es Introduced by
mathematicians into utility theory, and acknowledges the importance of simplicity
in the practical application, even though various assumptions may be uncertain.
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In concluding his survey report (p. 69) he advises:

I “But if one wants to find simple , quick , realistic methods that
I produce little error, one will have to look outside the realm

of theoretically feasible m€~thods. Probably the most reasonable
methods of this sort are magnitude estimation methods such as
direct rating , direct judgment of utility differences, direct 4ratio assessment of weights , direct assessment of probabilities
and utilities , etc. Clearly they are uncomplicated . All the
assessor has to do is to quantify his judgment on a numerical
scale.”

On the next page he remarks:

“But it appears that there is at least a reasonable tradeoff
between quick , simple and realistic direct estimation methods
that are not formally justified in the model context and the
somewhat clumsy feasible indifference methods.”

We have heeded this advice , which emerges from several decades of dedi-
cated inquiry .

I

I
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APPEN DIX I

It is often meaningful and convenient to use an abstract qualitative concept
to denote a variety of implications that sum into something good (such as in-
creases i n “motivation ”) or into something bad (like “delinquency ” or depen-
dency on others”). The qualitat ive expression may be used by a specialist
who is educated in its denotational operations; but sometimes this is not the
case. In any event , there are a number of terms frequently used in the train-
ing and operational environments that deserve some denotational handles for
grasping by assessors and decision makers.

The following are examples whereby a complex qualitative term is decomposed
into operational , observable and measureable or countable , terms. The decom-
position cannot be exhaustive , but can only offer examples of operational
reference. Decomposition of abstract variables into denotable operations
often reveals heavy overlap of meanings .

This list should be integrated with the Range of Effect terms contained in the
topical outline to ETAM , Task 5. The following lists also indicate that bene-
fit/liability variables other than directly costable ones can be associated
with a benefit variable.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS/LIABILITIES OF ATTRITI ON RATE

These are some variables associated with attrition rate that are not directly
co:table:

Lower acceptance levels for a course of training
Greater availability of trained personnel
Greater predictability of training outcome in terms of number of graduates
Greater flexibility in other training variables (ho1ding acceptable output

crite~’ia constant)--such as preparation of training; administering
of training

Greater confidence in accepting the training by the potential candidates
Greater range among individual competences on the job (if the reduced

attrition rate is because of special treatment of only the poorer
students )

Liability : Potential loss of flexibility in assignements--because of the
l ower aptitude level or because of more specifically directed skills.

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFITS/LIABILITIES : SHORTER TRAINING TIME

Increases skill level--if old training time is maintained
Reduced attrition --if innovation were applied using old training time
Lower cost of instructional facilities
Extended time of i ncumbents for operations during limite c~ servicedurations
Shorter preparation time for manning new systems (faster preparedness)
Greater flexibility in weapon system development/procurement
Greater temporal flexibility in manpower deployment and commitment
Faster responsiveness to specific skill demand in operations because of:

a. Less overcomitments in training or operations

b. Less waste from uncertainty of demand/resource balance
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More flexibility in deployment of instructional staff
High l evel instructional skills and motivations required of instruc-

tional staff: this is a liability

SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFIT S/LIABILI TIES : APTIT UDE REQUI REMENTS

Note that Aptitude Requirements are non-costable in any strict sense until an
empirical model of aptitude availability and demand exists , with dollar values
attached to the demand.

Tradeoff principle: As an aptitude level is reduced by some increment , a
disproportionately larger increment of potentially acceptable indivi -
duals is created. This is especially the case where high levels of any
kind of aptitude is the starting point. Where more than one non-
correlated aptitude is reduced at the same time , the consequent increase
in eligible persons in a general manpower pool can become enormous.

Other factors constant , reduction in an aptitude level requirement may be
traded off against:

1. Reduction in attrition rate

or

2. Reduction in training time

Note : Reduction in training time will be affected less than attri-
tion level because the distribution of aptitudes above the old cutoff
aptitude score may not be affected by the innovation .

3. Reduction of critical aptitudes increases the likel i hood that any
available manpower pool will contain enough qualified individuals
to fill given class quotas.

4. Reduction of aptitude l evels increases the likel i hood that diverse
aptitude requirements can be met from a given heterogeneity in a
manpower pool .

Liability : A minimum aptitude for achieving a given l evel of formal training
may be inadequate for on-the-job requirements , or for changes in on-the-
job requirements.

Note , however , that by the same argument , the aptitude level required to
pass training requirements may be higher in some attributes than required
by on-the-job demands.

Reductions in aptitudes associated with general intelligenc e can reduce
the extent to whcih the selected individuals are capable of self-instruc-
tion and “learning from experience ” in cognitive tasks such as decision
making , planning, organizing , and constructing .

A- 2
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J SUPPLEMENTAL BENEFIT S/LIABILITIES: INCREASED JOB-RELATED SKILL LEVEL , OR
SK ILL RANGE

Most of the following factors are qualifying conditions for assessing the value
of increased job—related skill levels and ranges.

1. The job may provide little opportunity for apply ing increased level
or range of skills , or place little value on them when applied .

Skills rarel y used on the job tend quickly to degrade , a l t h o u gh they
L nay be relearned rather quickly given proper opportunity for con-

trolled practice.

2. Reference knowle dges i ntended to su pport job sk i l ls degrade es pec i all y
qu i ckl y if not per iod icall y re freshe d by controlled p rac tice cond i-
tions . If the knowle dge is rela ti vel y abstrac t, man y operators may
even for get that they have ever been ex pose d to it.

3. Except for ac hieving certain critical levels of skill learning, even
fairl y large incremental increases in skill level acquired in formal
training will often be largel y diluted in on-the-job performance by
mot i vat i onal , env i ronmen tal an d operat i onal factors an ti c ip a ted
in formal training.

Note tha t t hi s observat i on tend s to a pp ly more to p rocedural  tasks
than to teaching tasks that require anticipatory behavior about situ-
ations and about the dynamic properties of equipment used (e.g.,
piloting aircraft , operating vehicles, manual aiming of guns.)

Secondary or aux i liary skill may enable the operator to take over a
task B when the prima ry operator for B is unavailable for performing
it. Some assessment should be made of the probability of the take-
over be i ng requir ed and p rac ti cal in th e opera tional scene , the
availability of opera tor A being free to perform task B , and the
i mpor tance of B to the type of m i ss i on i n wh i ch task B occurs . Th i s
combination of factors , probability of opportunity and task impor-
tance , shoul d be ba lance d aga i ns t the cos t of the tr a in i ng and
the probability that the incumbent will retain the skill/knowledge
when the opportunity arises for using it.

4. See also the ETAM l ist of job benefits potentially arising from
increased skill level training:

Task 05, Subtas k 15 SELECT RELEVANT STAGES OF LEARNING
Task 05, Subtask 23 ASSESS ON-THE-JOB BENEFITS

SOME MEASURABLE FACTORS : MOTIVATION TO LEARN

Examples of operations associated with increases of motivation to learn , up to
a limit where further increases serve as counterproductive stress, are:

1. Better retention measures

2. Capacity for more protracted periods of study

T A-3
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3. Recognizes specific deficiencies and directs self to overcoming them

4 . Resists fatigue lon ger; recovers more quic kly

5. Keeps on trying after greater frequency of frustrations

6 . Kee ps on p racticin g for hi gher cr it erion levels

7 . Uses more resources avai la b le for learn i ng

8 . Directs himself to study or p rac ti ce independen t of social pressures

9. Overcomes env i ronmental i mpedi men ts i n or der to pract i ce i n lea rn i ng
a knowle dge or skil l

1 0. Overcomes psyc holog i cal di strac ti ons suc h as from competi ng interes ts ,
i ncen ti ves , attitudes and preferences , showing this by study and
practice.

11 . Finds opportun i ties to app ly di rec tly or ind i rec tly wha t i s learned

12. Performance shows more rapid warm-up effect in practice sessions.

SOME MEASUREABLE FACTORS : INIT IATIVE IN LEARNIN G/PERFORMANCE

Note: This factor has overlap with operations that are identified under
“MOTIVATI ON .” Essentially, i n iti a t i v e  is the di rect i ng of oneself  rat her than
being directed by others , and by individual action as contrasted with rule-
directed action. Whether or not the outcome of an initiative is good or bad is
not germane to the f.ict that an initiative has been taken. Initiative is shown
i n the f o l l o w i ng exam p les :

1. Noting and reporting events not covered by rules

2. Taking task-related or system—related action not covered by rules

3. Disobeying or disregarding a procedure or directive , presumably
or’ the bas i s of common sense , or s pec i al knowle dg e , or because
of s pec i al condi ti ons

4. Performing a task as the occasion warrants without being told to
do so

5. Performing auxiliary or supportive activities beyond the
minimum p rescr ib ed requ i remen ts

6. Performing tasks or task action not prescribed for the indi-
v i dual to do

7. Applying knowledge to action performed ;n a novel situation .

A-4
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SOME MEASURABLE FA CTORS : PROFESSIONALISM

Th is usuall y conno tes a com bi nat i on of mo t iva ti ons and knowle dge and s ki l ls
tha t exceed some m i nimum s tan dar d of requ i rements for a job or tas k , and in-
clu des a cont i nuousl y hi gher level of perso nal serv i ce and as pi rat ion . It i s
mani fest by, for  exam p le :

1. Finding opportunities for further forma l and informal learning--
this applies esp ecially to updating his knowledge and skills

2. Responding to requests for service when not formally required to
do s o

3. Carr y ing  throu gh a ta~k until evidence confirms that the work has
been succes sf u l

4. Acknowledg ing unsuccessful task performance if accountability can
lead to a remedy or to identification of a responsibility

5. Using auxiliary resources in getting a service performed , including
the skills of other people

6. increasing the range of his knowledge of technologies that opera-
tionally interfaces with his services

7. Giving effort appropriate to the demand for services rather than
as a standard set of opErations

8. Applying ethics--in terms of ri ght or wrong--in situations where a
personal cost may be involved

9. Acknowledg ing ignorance or incompetence where a demand for service
exceeds cap abi l it 1 and some other available resource could better
perform the service

10. Teaching others his knowledge and skills formally or informally.

A- 5
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